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ADCOLA
SOLDERING EQUIPMENT

Read Trade Mork

SOLDERING EQUIPMENT ILLUSTRATED

1/4" Detachable bit type (List No. 64)

Protective Shield (List No. 68)

Catalogues sent FREE

British and Foreign Pats.

Reg. Designs, etc.

Head Office, Sales:
ADCOLA PRODUCTS LTD.
Gauden Road, Clapham High St., London, S.W.4

SUPER-VISION LIMITED
EVEY ITEM BRAND NEW AND GUARANTEED AT LOW PRICES

Enamelled Copper Wire
12 to 45 SWG from 1/16 lb. Also available in smaller quantities.

Valve Holders
Int. Octal, 4d. each. B7G, 4d. each. B9A, 6d. each.
CER. B9A with screen, 1/9 each.

Condensers
1 to 100 pF., 5d. each. 220-5,000 pF., 7d. each. 0.01 to 0.1, 8d. each.

Coil Formers and Screens
1 x 1 x 1.3 dia. with iron dust core, 2/- each.
1 x 1 x 2.4 dia. with two iron dust cores, 3/- each.

Resistances
Carbon, 10 to 5 M, 1/2 W, 3d. each. 1 W, 4d. each. 1 W, 6d. each.
2 W, 1/- each.
Wire Wound, 2,000 M, 1/2 W, 1/3 each. 5, 10 and 20 ohms, 10 W, 1/6 each.
5, 10, 50, and 100 ohms, 20 W, 3/- each.

Variable T/V type pots
3 K, 5 K, 25 K, and 1 M, 2/- each.

Egen Slider type
3 K, 5 K, and 25 K, 1/- each.

Volume Controls
.5 M, 2/- each. .5 M with DPS Switch, 4/3 each.

Electrolytics
60/100 mfd., 3/6 each. 32/32/16 mfd. 350 v. 3/6 each.
40/40 mfd., 450 v., 3/6 each. Clips 3d. each. 50 mfd. 12 v.
8d. each.

Auto Transformers
50 W. to 1,000 W. from £1.10.0 to £9.0.0.
Send for list, price 3d.

SUPER-VISION LIMITED
136 HIGH ST., TEDDINGTON, MIDDX. KINGSTON 4393.

TELEVISION TUBES
WE OFFER
MULLARD — COSSOR — EMITRON Etc., From Stock

12" TUBES - - - £6
Re 12" tubes, please confirm before placing order.

14" MULLARD TUBES £6
(Or equivalent)

14" MAZDA TUBES £6 10.

17" TUBES - - - £7 10.

Please add 12/6 Carriage and Insurance.
12" tubes guaranteed for 3 months;
14" & 17", 6 months

MARSHALLS for TELEVISION

Callers welcome. STAmford Hill 3267

IN SAFETY
with AVO "PRODCLIPS"
Patent No. 748811

Safety first every time with these patented spring-loaded AVO "Proclips."
Cleverly designed for use as insulated prods, they are invaluable for reaaching and holding test points which are difficult of access.

AYO LTD
AVOCET HOUSE - 92-96 VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD LONDON - S.W.1 Telephone: VICTORIA 3404 (9 lines)

post free

15/-
per pair
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BENTLEY ACOUSTIC CORPORATION LTD.
THE VALVE SPECIALISTS
38 CHALCOT ROAD, LONDON, N.W.1

Nearest Underground Station, Chalk Farm.

EXPRESS SERVICE !!!
PHONE OR WIRE THAT URGENT ORDER THAT IMMEDIATE DESPATCH C.O.D. ALL POST ORDERS ARE CLEARED SAME DAY AS RECEIVED.

ANY PARCEL UP TO £10 INSURED AGAINST DAMAGE IN TRANSIT FOR ONLY 6d. EXTRA. ORDERS OVER £10 INSURED FREE.

December, 1958

PRACTICAL TELEVISION

PRIMROSE 9090.

VOLUME CONTROLS
All with long spindle and double-pole switch.

10K. 25K. 50K. 100K.
\( \frac{1}{4} \) meg. \( \frac{1}{2} \) meg. 1 meg. 2 meg.
4/6 each.

VOLTAGE TRADES, FULLY GUARANTEED

NEW METAL RECTIFIERS, FULLY GUARANTEED

TERMS OF BUSINESS:—CASH WITH ORDER OR C.O.D. ONLY. POSTAGE CHARGES PER ITEM: ORDERS VALUE £5 OR MORE POST FREE. C.O.D. 2/6 EXCEPT. WE ARE OPEN FOR PERSONAL SHOPPERS THURSDAY-FRI. 8.30-5.30. SATS. 8.30-1 P.M.

PLEASE ENQUIRE FOR ANY VALVE NOT LISTED. 3d. STAMP, PLEASE.
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DUKE & CO. FOR ALL YOUR T.V. & Radio Requirements

TERMS AVAILABLE

SOLO SOLDERING TOOL, 12/6
110 v., 6 v., or 12 v. (special adaptor for 200/240 v. 10/- extra).
Automatic solderer feed, including a 20ft. reel of Ersin 60/40 solder and spare parts. It is a tool for electronic soldering or car wiring. Revolutionary in design. Instantly ready for use and cannot burn. In light metal case with full instructions for use. Post 2/9.

REGETTERED IMPROVED VACUUM T.V. TUBES.
17in. £10.0
14in. £5.10.0
12 MONTHS' GUARANTEE

Our 12 months' guarantee (6 months full replacements, 6 months progressive) illustrates our wholehearted confidence in the Tubes we offer. We sell many hundreds a week throughout the country and have done so for the past 7 years. Many of them go to the Trade, i.e., to Insurance Companies, Renters and Retailers who are thoroughly satisfied with our supplies. Remember they also hold a 10 days money back guarantee.


14in. RECTANGULAR T.V. TUBES. With burns 30/- Ideal as a stand-by or testing purposes. Carr. 10/-

EXPRESS DESPATCH SERVICE. Please phone to confirm stock. Send Telegraph Money Order. Tube despatched Passenger Train same day.

SOUND/VISION & I.F. STRIP 25/6

SOUND/VISION & I.F. STRIP 10/6

SOUND/VISION & I.F. STRIP 10/6

TIMEBASE 4/9
Containing scanning coils, focus unit, line transformer, etc. Less valves. Drawings free with order. P. & P. 2/6.

EXTENSION SPEAKERS 29/9
In polished wood cabinet of attractive appearance. Fitted with Bin, P.M. Speaker, W.B. or Goodmans, of the highest quality. Standard matching to any receiver (2-5 ohms). Switch and flex included. Ins. Carr. 3/9.

IDEAL FOR STEREOPHONIC SOUND !

SUPER CHASSIS 99/6
5 valve superhet chassis including Bin, P.M. Speaker and valves. Four conrol knobs (tone, volume, tuning, w/choice switch). Four w/f bands with position for gram p.o. and extension speaker. A.C. Ins., Carr. 5/6.

17in. T.V. CHASSIS, TUBE & SPEAKER, £19.19.6
17in. Rectangular Tube on modified chassis. Supplied as single channel chassis covering B.B.C. channels 1-5, or incorporating Turret Tuner which can be added as an extra, at our special price to chassis purchasers 50/- giving choice of any 2 channels (B.B.C. and I.T.A.). Extra channels can be supplied at 7½ each. Chassis size 12in. x 14in. x 11in. less valves. Similar chassis are used by well-known companies because of their stability and reliability. With tube and speaker £19.19.6. With all valves £25.19.6. Complete and working with Turret Tuner £28.9.6. 12 months' guarantee on the Tubes, 3 months' guarantee on the valves and chassis. Ins., Carr. (incI. tube) 25/6.

12 CHANNEL TURRET TUNER £6.17.6

12in. T.V. CHASSIS 49/6
Complete chassis by famous manufacturer. R.F. E.H.T. unit included. Easily fitted to table or console model, owing to this chassis being in three separate units. (Power, Vision strip, & vision. Base interconnected.) This chassis is less valves & tube. Speaker free. I.F.'s 16-19.5 Mc/s vision. Channels 1-5 easily converted to I.T.A. by use of a Turret Tuner. Drawings available at 2/6 or FREE with order. Ins., Carr. 10/6. 12in. Tube available at £6, plus Ins., Carr. 15/6.

POWER PACK AND AMPLIFIER 19/6
Tested. Output stage 6V6 with O.P. trans. (3 ohms), choke. Smoothed H.T. 350 v. at 250 m.a., 6.3 v. at 5 amp., 22 v. at 3 amp., 6.3 v. at 4 amp. and 4 v. centre tapped. Valve line-up UU8, 6P25 and P61 (not included). Ins., Carr. 5/6.

POWER PACK AND AMPLIFIER 19/6
Output stage PEN45. O.P. trans. choke. Smoothed H.T. 325 v. at 250 m.a., 4 v. at 5 amp., 6.3 v. at 5 amp., 4 v. at 5 amp. centre tapped. Valve base for rectifier, octal or 4 pin. Output is taken from standard plugs. Valve line-up UU8 and PEN45 (not incl.). Ins., Carr. 5/6.

ELECTRIC CONVECTOR HEATER 99/6
These are highly efficient and economical too. Made by a famous manufacturer. Illuminated grille. Bronze finish, A.C./D.C. Switched for 1 or 2 kw. Size 26in. x 18in. x 7½in. deep. Ins., Carr. 10/6.
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Not to be missed by Record Player Enthusiasts

Televox Telephone Amplifiers 89/6

Invaluable in a noisy office or workshop. 3 valves UY41:UF41:UL41. 3in. speaker and a suction type vibration microphone. A.C./D.C. Size of amplifier 7in. x 3in. x 3in. Fits any type of G.P.O. telephone. P.P. & Ins. 4/6.

Record Cabinets £3/15/0

No more piles of records—bad for them and an eyesore to you. We are delighted to be able to offer this attractive record cabinet at such a remarkably low price. It is reed fronted and wood partitioned for easy classification and filing. It will take 200-300 records in an upright position. The overall size is 24in. x 24in. x 15in. and the legs are detachable if you so wish. The design is modern and it is space saving because it will serve a dual purpose being ideal also as a T.V., Radio or Record Player stand. Complete sand-papered finish ready for staining. French polishing, painting, etc. P.P. & Ins. 5/–.

Record Presentation Cases


RECORD SIZE Number of records held Price
12" 40 46/–
12" 25 32/6
7" 40 31/–
7" 25 P.P. & Ins. 2/6.

STEREOPHONIC AMPLIFIER, £7/19/6

(12 months’ guarantee)


Send for FREE Catalogue to:—

DUKE & CO.

(Dept. E12), 621/3 Romford Road, Manor Park, E.12.

Telephone: ILFORD 6001/3

AMPLIFIERS

12 MONTHS’ GUARANTEE

PORTABLE AMPLIFIER MARK D.I. 59/6


PORTABLE AMPLIFIER MARK D.2. 79/6


PORTABLE AMPLIFIER MARK D.3. 89/6


PORTABLE AMPLIFIER MARK D.4. 69/6


OPEN SATURDAY ALL DAY.

THURSDAY CLOSED

1 p.m.
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The Brimar 6BQ7A is a double triode consisting of two independent high slope sections with similar characteristics. It contains an internal screen which is brought out of a separate base pin to ensure low interaction between the two independent sections. The valve is particularly useful in all functions where high slope triodes are required and can also be used as a cascode R.F. amplifier or a combined oscillator and mixer.

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heater voltage</td>
<td>6.3 volts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heater current</td>
<td>0.4 amp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anode voltage</td>
<td>150 volts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cathode bias resistor</td>
<td>220 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anode current</td>
<td>9 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutual conductance</td>
<td>6.4 mA V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplification factor</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anode resistance</td>
<td>6,100 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid cut-off voltage (Ia—10μA)</td>
<td>~10 volts approx.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Write to the Publicity Department for a data sheet.

How's this!

YOUR VERY OWN
TEST SET
NOW

It's as simple as this. You just send 47-6 deposit to have one of the newly stylised M.I.P. Multi-Range Series 100 Test Sets posted to you almost by return of post. Balance is payable over 6 months at £1.16.0 per month. Cash price is £12.7.6. Post coupon now for full details.

There is also the SERIES 90 MULTI-RANGE TEST SET, having 19 SELF-CONTAINED ranges, a.c./d.c. volts up to 1,000 V., d.c. current up to 500 mA., a.c. current up to 200μA, resistance 0-200,000 Ω. All voltage measurements a.c. and d.c. are at 10,000 ohms per volt.

Deposit 35/- and six monthly payments of 28/10.

Cash price £9.15.0.
TELEVIEWS

AN HISTORIC OCCASION

For the first time in seven centuries of English Parliament, the State Opening of Parliament on October 28th was televised for the benefit of the British public, who thus gained a more intimate knowledge of this panoplied and historic ceremony. With the continental link-up, several foreign countries were enabled to gain an insight into English traditions and democratic government. Peoples of those countries whose own governments have had a very chequered career must have wistfully viewed the solemn scene in our seat of Government. The suggestion that this centuries-old ceremony should be televised has been turned down year after year and it is a good thing that wiser counsels have now prevailed. Thus does television and radio forge a closer link between the public and its Government.

We hope that other national ceremonies not hitherto televised will fall into line. Television may thus help to relieve the congestion caused when vast crowds foregather to witness historic ceremonies. There are the diehards who wish to preserve the age-old order of things without change, and who would suppress the intriguing scientific developments which help to provide a more enlightened outlook. Age proves nothing but antiquity. It is possible to hang on to tradition for too long. Even tradition must progress!

H.P. RESTRICTIONS ABOLISHED

It was pleasant to hear during the opening ceremony, the Government's proposals to abolish all hire purchase restrictions and that, of course, includes radio and television receivers. The intention is to encourage home sales which hitherto have been frowned upon by the Government which has placed oppressive restrictions on hire purchase. Radio and television to-day are necessities.

THE "P.T." CAXTON HALL LECTURE

There is still time for you to apply for a free ticket for the P.T. and P.W. Caxton Hall Film Show which takes place at the Caxton Hall, Westminster, at 7.30 p.m., on January 22nd, 1959, under my chairmanship. This film show, which has been arranged in conjunction with Mullard Ltd., will deal with the principles of the transistor; the manufacture of junction transistors; and the conquest of the Atom, the latter in colour. There will be an interval for refreshments which will be provided free. Address applications for tickets to "Caxton Hall Lecture," Practical Television, address as on this page.—F. J. C.

Our next issue, January, 1959, will be published on December 19th

Vol. 9 No. 101

EVERY MONTH

DECEMBER, 1958
PICTURE TUBE SUBSTITUTION

FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED WHEN REPLACING A CATHODE-RAY TUBE BY ONE OF A DIFFERENT TYPE

By G. Earl

It often happens that the experimenter only has available a picture tube that is not an equivalent of the one he wants to replace, or the correct replacement tube may no longer be available and the experimenter requires to know whether or not a tube of a different type could be used.

Before we consider these possibilities there are one or two things that should be made clear. It is always desirable to use as a replacement a tube of the make and type for which the receiver is designed. Tubes are not as easily substituted as valves, for there are various electro-optical factors to bear in mind as well as the purely electronic and mechanical.

Secondly, it is not generally possible, without severe alteration to the timebase and EHT circuits, to use a tube with a scanning angle larger than that of the original. This means that a 9in. or 12in. tube cannot be easily replaced by a 14in., 17in. or larger. Such substitutions have been performed by experimenters, and provided the basic electrical and mechanical requirements have been satisfied, some form of picture is usually obtained, but, unfortunately, the results are far from encouraging, for the picture is rarely up to the standard expected of a modern tube.

The requirements of the tube have always dictated the design of the receiver. This was not so bad in the early days of 9in. and 12in. tubes, for the requirements of those were much the same, and one chassis design served for both, with little modification.

Larger Scanning Angles

As the scanning angle of tubes increased, new designs for receivers were needed to supply the larger scanning power and higher EHT voltages. This problem is still with us, even today, for now the scanning angle has increased from 70 deg. to 90 deg., and very shortly will be increased again to 110 deg. The reason for this development is essentially a mechanical one, and is that as the beam is deflected over a greater angle, the length of the tube can be decreased for a given screen size. This means that very slim receivers can be produced without the ugly bulge at the back of the cabinet, which on older receivers houses the tube base and part of the neck.

In order to supply the greater scanning power to deflect the electron beam, and to supply higher EHT voltages, new line output valves and line output transformers have been evolved, as also has new circuitry. Therefore, an old-style chassis is incapable of supplying the necessary power to do full justice to a modern tube.

Changing from 9in. to 12in.

It is possible, from the electrical aspect, to change directly from a 9in. to a 12in. tube. The only modifications concern the fitting of the larger tube on the receiver chassis, and in the cabinet, and these are purely mechanical considerations dependent on the receiver concerned.

Receivers featuring the CRM91 and CRM92 range of Mazda tubes usually respond to this treatment by using as a replacement the 12in. CRM121 series. The CRM121B needs an EHT potential of 7-10 kV which may be unobtainable from a 9in. chassis. It is recommended that the CRM121B, or the CRM123, is used only if the EHT voltage exceeds 7.5 kV. This stipulation is given by the maker, and as well worth observing. It is also worth noting that a maximum of 7 kV can be applied to the CRM92 and 7.5 kV to the CRM121 only if the neck of the tube is insulated from the focus and scanning coils by

---

Fig. 1.—Including an A.C. ammeter in the circuit to check the heater current.

---
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Heater Considerations

The heater of a tube which is designed for connection in a series heater chain is invariably rated at 0.3 amp. This means that the correct voltage will appear across the heater when it passes a current of 0.3 amp. It can thus be seen that the heater voltage is not all that important in series circuits, and it ranges between 6.3 and 13 volts with the various types of tube.

If it is required to replace a 6.3-volt tube with one having a 13-volt heater, this can be arranged without undue modification, provided the heater current of the replacement matches that of the original tube. In this case, the drop in the total heater circuit will increase by 6.7 volts, but since this is shared by all the heaters in the circuit, there will not be severe under-running of any one heater.

The same applies, of course, if a tube with a 6.3-volt heater is used to replace one with a 13-volt heater. If it is considered warranted, the heater current can be balanced by introducing an A.C. ammeter in the heater chain (in series with the tube heater is the most convenient position) and adjusting the mains selector to give the closest value to 300 mA (see Fig. 1). If a close balance cannot be secured by this means, then the value of the heater ballast resistor can be altered slightly to compensate.

It is often required to use a 2-volt tube to replace a 6.3-volt tube. If the original tube is in a series-connected heater chain, the heater wires should be removed from the tube base and then connected together, making sure that the join is sound and adequately insulated. This will complete the series chain circuit, and heater current balance can be restored as already described.

The 2-volt heater, of which the current requirements will be about 1 amp, will need to be energised from a separate heater transformer connected across the receiver’s mains input circuit, as shown in Fig. 3. If a fuse is fitted in the mains lead, this may have to be slightly over-rated in order to withstand the additional heater power. It will be understood, of course, that this modification will make the receiver suitable for use on A.C. supplies only.

If a 6.3-volt tube is to be replaced by a 2-volt heater, the tube heater leads should be removed and insulated from each other, as the 2-volt supply is obtained from a mains transformer and a short across it will cause it to burn out. Heater power for the 6.3-volt tube can be obtained either from a separate heater transformer, as in the former case, or in some sets from the 6.3-volt winding on the mains transformer which supplies the valve heaters.

Using a Tetrode in Place of a Triode

This modification is often made, and Mullard Ltd. have issued a number of modification sheets dealing with various types of receivers. Apart from the heater problem, which has now been fully considered, there is also the question of obtaining a potential suitable for the tetrode first anode.

There are several ways, and a method which is
highly successful is shown in Fig. 4. This is suitable for those sets which use a mains transformer with a tapped primary and one which has secondary windings for supplying the heaters of the valves and tube. An additional H.T. rectifier is employed and is connected to the top of the primary winding, to the point where the receiver’s H.T. rectifier is usually connected, and the resulting D.C. voltage is applied direct to the tube first anode.

The rectifier can be a Westinghouse type 16HT20 or a Sentercel type K3-15, with a capacitor of 0.1 μF 350 v.w. as reservoir.

On receivers with a 300-350 volt H.T. line, the first anode can be connected direct to this without difficulty. In cases where an efficiency diode is used, a suitable first anode potential is available on the boosted H.T. line and can be extracted by way of a 270 kΩ resistor which is decoupled by a 0.1 μF 350 v.w. capacitor (see Fig. 5). This may be the only method available for receivers of the A.C./D.C. variety.

**Focusing Problems**

Since a tetrode tube requires a smaller focusing field than a triode, an optimum point of focus can be obtained when a tetrode is used in place of a triode only by reducing the focusing field, either by reducing the current in the focus coil or by the fitting of magnetic shunts to the permanent magnet unit.

The current in the focus coil can easily be reduced by shunting the coil with a wire-wound resistor, or by including such a resistor in series with the coil. The actual arrangement adopted and the value of resistor required will depend upon the type of circuit, but where a shunt resistor is called for, its value should be in the region of 500 ohms and it should have a 5-watt rating.

Fig. 6 shows the focusing arrangement of the Ambassador TV1 receiver and the resistor R is used to limit the focus current. Here the total H.T. current of the set flows through the focus coil, which is of low resistance. Where a high resistance coil is fitted, it may be connected across the H.T. circuit and a series resistor should be used to reduce the current.

The field of a permanent magnet unit can be reduced to a suitable level by employing magnetic shunts. These consist of mild steel strips about 3 in. wide × 1 in. thick and of sufficient length to bridge the pole pieces of the unit. Three such shunts are usual and should be placed symmetrically around the periphery of the unit as shown in Fig. 7.

It must not be forgotten to fit and adjust an iron trap magnet on the neck of a tube which has an iron trap assembly, and it is also most important to earth the external conductive coating by means of chassis contacts, even if the original tube had no such coating.

**New Screen Phosphor**

A NEW type of screen phosphor with the property of storing images for periods of up to twenty minutes, which can then be released by shining infra-red on the face of the cathode-ray tube, has been developed by the Electronics Department of Ferranti Limited.

The property of storing images for such long periods makes the new "P" phosphor suitable for radar applications in which images which have previously been received can be made visible at will. For example, if the phosphor was used in a radar tube, it would be possible to store a long succession of radar images, so that a clear indication of the path of a moving echo could be obtained over a period of several minutes.

Traditionally, the storage of images has been achieved by means of a long persistence phosphor, which permits information to be built up on the face of a cathode-ray tube so that the observer may relate spatially information arriving sequentially in time. However, there are many drawbacks to the use of such a phosphor, chief among these being the difficulty of storing information for a period of several minutes before viewing. Any attempt to do this would require such intense traces that permanent phosphor damage would occur.

A solution to this and the other problems associated with long persistence phosphors is found in the use of the new "P" phosphor whose afterglow is under the control of the operator who may release it at any moment he wishes, at an intensity, which will ensure that no persistent image remains when the next field is presented. This requires provision of an infra-red source arranged so as to illuminate the whole screen of the tube uniformly when switched on, with provision for its intensity to be varied. A suitable method of doing this is by the use of a viewing hood in which a number of small filament lamps have been mounted facing the screen. Each lamp is carefully screened by means of a filter which eliminates as much as possible of the visible illumination, whilst passing the short and medium infra-red.
WITH few very simple modifications this ex-A.M. equipment can be used with a Band I receiver as an add-on converter for Band III. It can also be used with modified London-only receivers and with "Pye-strips" working as I.F. amplifiers. The writer has never seen its complementary I.F. strip advertised as on sale to the public, but it must be similar to a Pye-strip, as they are both part of a transmitter/receiver, interrogator, or responder unit. The circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 1.

The RU.161 is a V.H.F. converter, which operates on frequencies in the range of 170-220 Mc/s and its I.F. output is about 45 Mc/s. The power supplies required are 250 v. D.C. H.T. and 6.3 v. A.C. or D.C. for the heaters. The input and output connections are via Pye coaxial plugs and sockets. The valve line-up is: R.F. strip, C165 (EC54); mixer, VR136 (EF54); I.F. preamplifier, VR136 (EF54); and the local oscillator, VR137 (EC52). The oscillator works on the low frequency side of the signal, this giving correct relationships between vision and sound I.F. outputs for injection into a Band I receiver. The

by a four-position switch and associated wiring which cause an impulse relay (see Fig. 2) to rotate and hunt until the selected one of the four is in position and at this point the supply to the relay is broken.

The electrical rotation of the turret will be found to be very effective; very rapid; and very noisy. The turret can be moved manually by pressing down the armature of the relay.

Circuit Analysis

From the input coaxial socket (this has a black painted surround) the signal passes through an I.F. rejector circuit, L1. C1, which is tunable in the range 44-50 Mc/s. The signal then goes to the R.F. amplifier, a grounded-grid triode EC54, through a tapped coil L2 to the cathode. The grid, which is brought out to four pins, is earthed by four silver mica condensers.

In the anode circuit of this valve an H.F.C. completes the H.T. circuit, but acts as a high impedance to the signal. A series-tuned circuit, consisting of Cak, L3 and C10, is tuned to the signal frequency. L3 is one of the four in

![Circuit Diagram](image-url)

---

**Fig. 1.—The circuit diagram.**
Fig. 2.—Circuit and operation of the impulse relay.

The mixer is an additive type, the local oscillator frequency being injected into the grid circuit. The difference frequency, which appears at the anode, is filtered out by L4 and L7, which are coupled inductively and by single turn coils L5 and L6 on each former, and also by C14. The actual intermediate frequency produced is between 40 and 50 Mc/s, depending on the adjustment of L4, L7 and L8. This I.F. signal is amplified by the second EF54. In the anode circuit of this valve is an inducance of high impedance at I.F. damped by R10. The series inductor L8 and C20 are used to match the output to the 80 ohm coaxial feeder.

The local oscillator valve is an EC52, operating in a Colpitt's circuit. Working in the frequency range 125 to 175 Mc/s (on the low side of the signal) to ensure maximum frequency stability, L9 is one of the four preset coils on the turret.

The power supply cable consists of the following wires—red: H.T. + , white: 6.3 v. for the heaters; black is the earth lead and the return wire for the heater circuit; blue goes to the screen of I.F. valve (V3) screen and the VIA 1K ohm resistor; the green lead goes to the grid of the local oscillator valve via a 10K ohm resistor. The turret relay control cable has six wires in a p.v.c. sleeve; for position one the wire is red: for two, yellow: for three, green: for four, black. Yellow is the positive pole of a 24 v. supply, and black the negative.

The modifications to be made are quite easily carried out: (1) The grid leak of the mixer has the low value of 6.8K ohms at present, and this is changed to 1M ohm. The blue lead of the cable which goes to the screen of the I.F. valve can be disconnected and a 1K ohm resistor connected from the screen to H.T. + . The green lead, connected to the grid of the local oscillator can be disconnected and the 10K ohm resistor associated with this lead can also be removed. The H.T. end of the 25K ohm, 5W, vitreous resistor should be disconnected and also the connection to the cathode of the I.F. valve. (5) The value of R6 can be increased from 83 ohms to 150 ohms. This modification is not essential but will lower the H.T. consumption.

The modified unit has many uses: (a) As already stated, it can be used as an add-on converter to a Band I receiver without any change in the coils. (b) As also stated, it can be used as a front-end for a converted Pye-Strip or London-only straight receiver, using 6.8 pF condensers across the coils to lower the intermediate frequency output from 45 to 36 Mc/s. (This is the vision I.F.) (c) By removing one or two turns with L1, L4, L7 and L8, the unit can be used with Band I receivers operating on Channels 3, 4 or 5. Positions 3 and 4 on the converter would have to be used for Channels 10 and 11.

**Table: COIL DATA**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L1</th>
<th>L9</th>
<th>Position of Turret</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 turns*</td>
<td>6 turns</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 turns</td>
<td>6 turns</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 turns</td>
<td>3 turns</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 turns</td>
<td>3 turns</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

* The number of turns of L1, L4, L7 and L8 is doubtful; the writer did not wish to damage these wax-covered coils but L7, which was investigated, had 5 turns, and the others cover similar frequencies.

**Fig. 3.**—Top view of chassis.

**Fig. 4.**—Underside view of chassis.
We are receiving a number of reports from our readers about a curious form of interference which may occur either on the picture of the ITV or BBC, but rarely on both bands simultaneously. If it is present on the ITV picture, for instance, and the set is switched to the BBC, the picture in this case is invariably clear, and vice versa.

This interference takes the form of elusive, thin vertical white lines which may stay unsteadily on the picture for a few seconds, and then quickly sweep across the screen to the right, disappear off the edge of the screen and then reappear again at the left to repeat the performance. There may be one, two or even more lines and they may not be perfectly straight but may have a kink or a bend in the middle. If they stay on the screen long enough and remain steady for a while it will be seen that they are composed of vertical columns of very narrow horizontal lines.

Owing to the sweeping nature of the lines across the screen, the effect has very appropriately been termed "windscreen wiper interference" by service technicians and dealers.

Investigation has revealed that the interference effects results when two sets are operated fairly close to each other, and when one is tuned to the BBC and the other to the ITV. It does not happen with all sets and the interference may not be mutual; that is only one receiver of the two tuned as above may be affected.

If a receiver operating on, say, Channel 9 happens to be in range of such interference from a receiver operating on Channel 1, then the interference on the Channel 9 receiver will not remain beneath the tube mask but will sweep in a random manner across the picture and give the windscreen "wiper" effect. The converse may also occur, of course, but in both cases the owner of the offending receiver may be totally unaware that his set is disturbing his neighbour's viewing.

It will be remembered that the line flyback is initiated by the line sync signals radiated from the transmitter along with the picture signals. Although the character of the signals radiated by the BBC and ITV is identical—both systems employing the same number of lines, the same number of line signals during the framing pulses and both being locked to the 50 c/s power frequency—there is a random drift in phase between the line sync signals of the two transmissions during the frame flyback period. And it is this random phase drift which is responsible for the asynchronous line flyback and the windscreen wiper effect. The sketch in Fig. 1 gives some idea of how the effect may appear momentarily on the screen.

**Effect Obscured**

The causes detailed may or may not produce interference on the receiver responsible. If the interference effect is present, then steps would undoubtedly be taken to clear it, but it may be present though not visible on the picture as such. It must be remembered that the flyback operation occurs when the beam current is cut off by the picture signal, so under normal conditions a disturbance during the flyback may not be displayed. However, if the width of the picture is reduced so that the left-hand edge is clearly visible on the screen, the tell-tale, ragged, vertical line of interference may be seen superimposed on the edge of the picture or raster. It may be necessary to increase the setting of the brightness control in order to secure a clear display.

Before the days of Band III, interference of this nature would have been of little consequence, it being hidden beneath the tube mask. These days, though, it may well be responsible for windscreen wiper interference on a neighbour's receiver. The interference is often radiated over short distances, and on receivers which are tuned to the same station as the offending one the interference effect may occur right at the edge of the picture beneath the mask, and the viewer may not realise that interference is present. The

---

Fig. 1.—Showing how the "windscreen wiper" effect may appear momentarily on the screen.
effect occurs in the same position on the screen of both the affected and offending receivers in this case because the line times are running perfectly in step, both being controlled by the same transmitted signal.

Line Timebase Radiation

It is well known that radiation occurs from the line timebase of a television receiver and a whistle is often heard from a broadcast receiver when it is used near to a working television set. This effect, however, is caused by harmonics of the flyback and the resulting interference modulates the programme material so that it is present only when the broadcast receiver is tuned to a station.

During the line flyback there are other disturbances produced in the line amplifier, and one of these is the production of a form of electron oscillation in the line output valve itself. This is usually known as Barkhausen-Kurz oscillation (B-K for short) and is caused by the anode of the valve suddenly becoming less positive than the screen at the time of the flyback. This results in an oscillatory movement of electrons in and out of the mesh of the screen electrode, which in turn sets up oscillatory currents in the associated wiring and components. This in itself is liable to cause interference on the receiver producing it and also on nearby receivers, but the frequency of the B-K interference is generally above that of the television signals so that it does not enter the receiver through the aerial circuits by way of the normal acceptance channel.

However, it may well get into the receiver indirectly by mixing with the signal produced by the receiver's local oscillator. In this way signals at sum and difference frequencies are produced which have a B-K component, and one of these may get into the receiver through the main or a spurious channel. This kind of interference causes the display of white vertical lines, made up of vertical columns of short, irregular horizontal lines, on the offending receiver itself and also, possibly, on a nearby receiver. However, although these lines are of similar style to those described in relation to windscreen wiper interference, they remain steady on the screen of the responsible receiver and on other receivers which are tuned to the same channel as the offending receiver.

It is possible that this interference will occur only when the receiver is tuned to Band III. This is because the B-K signal may be of a frequency corresponding to a Band III channel and thus outside the range of Band I frequencies. It often happens that the interference occurs after a Band III tuner or multi-channel adaptor has been installed. If this is the case, then attention should be given to the positioning of the tuner and associated connecting leads, and it should be ensured that they are as far as possible away from the line output stage. As mentioned previously, a weak signal aggravates the effect, and on Band III the signal may be considerably weaker than on Band I. Attention should, therefore, also be given to the Band III aerial system, making sure that the aerial is orientated for maximum signal pickup.

Corona

Another cause is corona or flashover either in the line output transformer, as the result of impaired insulation, or in a component or circuit associated with the EHT pulse voltage and current. For example, if an arc is drawn from the end of a screwdriver from the anode of the EHT rectifier valve from the anode of the line output valve or from the cathode of the efficiency diode when the receiver is producing a picture, a vertical white line will appear on the picture. Again, this line will be made up of short, irregular horizontal lines, one above the other, forming a vertical column. This effect will, in fact, occur if an arc is drawn from any part of the line amplifier circuit, including the scanning coils, width inductor and linearity inductor, on which there is a pulse potential. Clearly, if the flashover is promoted by insulation failure the same symptom will result, though possibly on a less startling scale, since a vigorous discharge in a component would result in more disastrous effects. Nevertheless, the cause and effect can be demonstrated readily as described above without damage to the receiver.

Corona troubles will need replacement of the faulty part, possibly the line output transformer, but due attention should also be given to the associated wiring, and all traces of dust removed from the line output transformer. EHT rectifier valve, tube anode connector and surrounding glass.

The main difficulty is finding the receiver which is responsible for the trouble, but since the radiation does not usually cover a very large area, examination of nearby receivers for the telltale symptom soon reveals the offender. In severe cases the Post Office are often prepared to offer their services in establishing the interfering source.

Switching of the Efficiency Diode

Interference of a very similar nature may be caused by the conduction and cutting off of the efficiency diode during the normal line scanning cycle. Energy for the first half of the line scan is obtained through the efficiency diode from that stored in the inductive elements of the circuit during the flyback. After this energy has been exhausted the efficiency diode, in effect, switches off and the line output valve commences to conduct to provide the energy for the second half of the scan. It is this repetitive switching on

(Continued on page 250)
This month we deal with timebase faults in the Cossor 916, 917, 918, 920 and 923 range of receivers. Although these are fairly old 10in. and 12in. models, a large number of them are still used by our readers, and hints on fault correction should be useful.

Frame Timebase Failure

This gives the symptom of a bright horizontal line, and to avoid burning the screen this should be reduced in intensity by retarding the brightness control setting. In the first instance the 6SN7 oscillator valve and the 7C5 output valve should be checked, preferably by substitution if the heaters can be seen glowing. The 6SN7 is a double-triode valve, and this is the oscillator for both frame and line timebases, the frame circuit being given in Fig. 1.

It sometimes happens that the heater of one triode only fails, and if this is associated with the frame the symptom as above will result. Careful examination of the valve when in operation will show that the heater in one section is not alight, and valve replacement will restore the frame scan.

However, if the valves are in order, a voltage check should be made at the anode of the triode (pin 5). The voltage is normally very low as indicated on the circuit, but if the horizontal line flicks up and down the screen when the anode tag is connected to the meter probe, one can be fairly certain that the amplifier section is working and that the fault lies somewhere in the oscillator circuit. Zero voltage at the anode would indicate open-circuit of the blocking oscillator transformer primary (yellow and black wires), R48 or R57. The transformer primary should measure about 220 ohms and the secondary (white and red wires) 320 ohms.

A conclusive voltage reading cannot be obtained at the grid of the triode, but if the raster tends to open up when a meter is connected to the white wire on the transformer (the "hot", end of C38), the most likely cause of the symptom is open-circuit or increase in value of R51.

It is handy to remember that R51 and R48 sometimes become intermittently faulty, resulting in the frame collapsing in a random manner. Both resistors have metal end caps and are mounted close together on the large paxolin panel at the front of the chassis. By tapping them with the handle of a screwdriver or by bending the paxolin panel the symptom may be made to appear and disappear, which is fairly reasonable proof that one or other of them is faulty.

If the frame oscillator is working, as can usually be proved by connecting a pair of high-resistance headphones across R52 and listening for the 50 c/s frame signal which should vary slightly in pitch as the vertical hold control is adjusted, a check of the voltages at the base of the 7C5 should be the next move. These are given on the circuit diagram.

The primary of the frame output transformer may be found to be open-circuit or well above its normal 1,180 ohms resistance. In this case the anode voltage will be almost non-existent and the screen electrode in the 7C5 will be glowing red-hot. If the anode and screen voltages are normal but the cathode voltage is zero, either the valve emission has failed completely or there is a short across the cathode by-pass electrolytic. In the latter case, there will be a frame scan of considerably impaired linearity.

Faint Horizontal Line Across Picture

This line may be about 3in. wide and accompanied by a weak frame lock and cramping at the top of the picture. A check of the primary of the frame oscillator transformer will show that its resistance has increased well above normal. In fact, a frame scan of a sort has been produced even when the winding resistance has increased to some 30k ohms.

Poor Frame Linearity

Slight cramping at the top of the picture can often be corrected by shunting the cathode resistor (R54) of the 7C5 valve with a resistor of 2,700 ohms. If this does not cure the trouble completely, the shunt resistor can be reduced to about 1,500 ohms without ill effect.

Additional linearity correction is available by altering the value of R50 between in range of 180k to 330k. More recent models of the series are modified in this section to provide an adjustable vertical linearity control. R50 is changed...
to 100k ohm 1/2 watt and a 0.5 megohm variable resistor is connected in series with it to chassis.

**Insufficient Height**

This symptom is often caused by an increase in value of R48 which is connected to the primary of the oscillator transformer. However, if this is not the trouble and the valves are in order, R54 in the cathode of the 7C5 can be changed to 560 ohms or the existing resistor can be shunted with an additional resistor valued at 2,700 ohms.

**No Frame Lock**

If the frame tends to roll and only just locks when the vertical hold control is right against

[Diagram of the line amplifier circuit]

one of its stops, the trouble is almost certainly caused by an increase in the value of R51 connected to the slider tag of the control.

Frame sync is applied to the oscillator through C35 from the anode of the sync separator valve. This capacitor has been known to become defective and cause the effect, but in this case a very light lock is secured within the range of the hold control. It should also be remembered that trouble in the frame oscillator transformer may be responsible.

**Line Timebase Failure**

The symptom would be lack of raster owing to the resulting EHT failure.—EHT in this series is obtained from the line flyback.

The line oscillator is very similar to the frame oscillator, apart from differences in component values. It is as well first to ensure that the appropriate section of the 6SN7 valve is operating and that the stage is in fact oscillating. Usually the line oscillator whistle can be heard from the oscillator and line output transformers. and the pitch of the whistle will vary as the line hold control is adjusted (the aerial should be removed for this test to avoid locking the oscillator to the sync pulses of the signal).

If the whistle cannot be heard, the oscillator or output stage may be faulty. A test of the oscillator can be made by connecting a pair of high resistance headphones across R60 and R61 (Fig. 2). If there is still no whistle, a detailed check should be made of the oscillator section, including the line oscillator transformer whose primary and secondary resistances should be 43 and 61 ohms respectively.

If the signal is present, however, a spark test at the heater of the EHT rectifier (SU61) will, at least, show whether or not lack of EHT is responsible for the blank screen. If there is no EHT, but a good arc can be drawn from the anode of the EHT rectifier, the rectifier should be replaced.

If there is no arc at the anode even though the line oscillator is working as tested above, the electrode voltages of the 185BT line amplifier valve should be checked. The screen resistor (R63) often goes open-circuit, but if this is in order and the cathode voltage is zero the trouble may be caused by open-circuit of A winding on the line output transformer or lack of EHT at the top of the winding. The winding should be checked for continuity and a voltage check should be made at the cathode of the 7V4 efficiency diode. (It is never good policy to make a voltage test at the anode—the top-cap—of the line amplifier valve.) If there is no voltage at the cathode, but the anode voltage is normal, the valve itself is possibly faulty, but before it is replaced the reservoir capacitor (C52) should be checked for insulation resistance and replaced if necessary.

**Cramping at the Left of the Screen**

This symptom is often caused by low emission of the 7Y4, but if valve replacement does not effect a cure, attention should be directed towards the reservoir capacitor, which will probably be open-circuit.

Low H.T. voltage, owing to a low emission of 27SU, H.T. rectifier valve, also aggravates the trouble, but this generally reflects into the frame timebase giving the symptom of insufficient height.

**Low EHT Voltage**

This trouble may well be caused by a component defect in the line timebase generally, but it has also been known to be caused by a faulty line output transformer. The EHT rectifier transformer may light up normally at first, but as soon as the cathode has heated sufficiently for normal conduction a flash may be observed in the rectifier and in some cases the heater may blow. This is due to poor insulation of the heater winding on the transformer and replacement of the transformer is the only cure.

Shorted turns in the transformer will usually promote total failure of the line amplifier, even though a weak line whistle is audible, and this trouble should be suspected in those cases where everything appears to be normal, but the stage remains inactive. A resistance check of the windings against the values given by the manufacturer is never conclusive since a shorting turn or two will hardly be measurable, and in any case there is always a certain resistance tolerance. However, to serve purely as a guide, the resistance values quoted by the manufacturers for windings A, B and C (Fig. 2) are 59 ohms, 335 ohms and 7.5 ohms respectively.
O NE of the most puzzling branches of electronics that is frequently encountered is the group of circuits which fall under the broad heading of "Relaxation Oscillators." Coupled with this is the fact that this group of circuits is coming into greater use almost daily, as they are used extensively in radar and television. Amateurs with only a fundamental knowledge of electronics need have no fears about following this series, as it will be strictly non-mathematical: it will explain in everyday electronic terms how some very puzzling circuits work, while "popular" or evasive explanations will be rigorously avoided.

Neon Oscillator

The simplest form of relaxation oscillator is the basic sawtooth generator, employing a neon tube. The author does not presume to suppose that there will be many amateurs who do not know how this circuit functions, but the description is given as a means of indicating the type of approach to be used throughout the series, and also as a means of introducing the basic principles on which all the circuits to be described later depend.

A neon tube consists of two electrodes in a glass envelope containing the gas neon at very low pressure. On the application of a D.C. potential across its electrodes, no current will flow until the potential is increased above a critical value (the "striking voltage"). Then current will flow, even if the voltage is reduced below the striking voltage, and a red glow will be seen at the cathode. If, however, the current in the tube falls below a certain value, the tube will revert to its original "cut-off" condition.

Refer now to Fig. 1: when a potential is applied across the terminals marked, current will flow through R to charge C. As C has no charge initially, it cannot have a P.D. (Potential Difference) across it, so the tube cannot strike. The P.D. across C rises exponentially towards the supply potential, until it reaches the striking voltage of the neon. The neon strikes and in this state will act as a very low resistance, which will discharge C. When C is almost discharged, the current through the neon is almost entirely composed of that coming through R from the supply and R is arranged to have such a value that eventually the P.D. across the neon is insufficient to maintain the discharge and the neon is cut off. The cycle is then repeated.

In practice, R is fairly high, so the charging time is longer than the discharge. The wave-

![Fig. 1 (Left).—Neon timebase oscillator. Fig. 3 (Right).—A Multivibrator circuit.](image)

form is therefore as shown in Fig. 2.

From the above description, it will be easy to see the derivation of the term "Relaxation Oscillator." The cycle is composed of two types of action: in the first case, there are exceedingly short periods of intense activity (the discharge time, above) and then there are the comparatively long periods of relaxation, during which the circuit recovers from the effects of this activity. The circuit is never in a stable condition; even during the relaxation periods there is a continual drift towards the striking point. The waveforms produced by these oscillators vary quite considerably: apart from the triangular form above there are square waveforms and even triangular pulses or step functions are obtainable.

The Multivibrator

So much for the neon timebase; now for the multivibrator. The circuit in its simplest form

![Fig. 4.—Controlling the frequency of the multivibrator.](image)
is shown in Fig. 3. Suppose initially that each valve is passing constant current, and that these currents are equal. Both the grids are at earth potential, so no current is flowing in either R3 or R4.

Now suppose that for some reason, such as valve noise or microphon, or H.T. hum, the current in V1 increases suddenly by a very small amount. This action immediately increases the voltage drop across R1. By subtracting the voltage across R1 from the H.T. value, the voltage on the anode of V1 (Va1) may be found. If we make this subtraction both immediately before and immediately after our supposed alteration in current, we see that Va1 has dropped slightly as a result of the action. Now, C1 was charged to the initial value of Va1, and, if it is to remain stable, must now discharge slightly to the new value of Va1, and this discharge must be through R4. As R4 is large, this discharge will take an appreciable time, and in the meantime the grid of V2 is carried slightly negative by the potential drop across R4 caused by the discharge current from C1.

The fact that the grid of V2 has been made more negative naturally results in a reduction of anode current of V2, and the reverse of the action described above occurs. The reduction of current in V2 results in an increase of Va2, which is passed to the grid of V1 in the manner described above, resulting in an increase of current in V1. Note that this last result is the same as the effect which caused it in the first place, so that we have started a "lagged feedback." The increase of current in V1 has been passed round the circuit, and is now acting in such a way as to increase its own effect, thus speeding up the action all round the circuit. V2 is therefore very quickly driven into cut-off. It should be clearly understood that all the above has happened in an almost immeasurably short space of time. The current in V1 has risen to a very high level, which means that there is a large voltage drop on R1, so Va1 is at a very low value. C1, however, has still not had time to discharge appreciably, and the grid of V2 is held at a voltage well below zero. This is sometimes thought strange, but remember that unless C1 discharges it must retain its initial voltage, which was that of the anode of V1. Va1 might have dropped by, say, 50 volts, in which case the grid of V2 will now be seen to be at —50 volts to earth. Naturally, C1 is discharging as fast as R4 will allow, but in the meanwhile, V2 is held at cut-off, and its anode has risen to H.T. value, there being no current through R2. Note that C2 now has time to charge up to the full H.T. value through R2, the grid and cathode of V1 acting as a diode.

It might be thought that V1 could be damaged by being allowed to pass an indefinite current, but this current is, in fact, restricted by R1. A good method of fixing the value of R1 and R2 in practice is to make them of such a value that they would pass the maximum permissible anode current if connected directly across the H.T. supply. Thus, if the H.T. supply is at 300 volts, and the maximum permissible value of anode current is 15 mA, then the anode load resistors will be given by Ohm's law, i.e.,

\[ R1 = R2 = \frac{V_{H.T.}}{I_{a\ max}} = \frac{300,0015}{20,000 \text{ ohms}} \]

Thus, neither valve could be damaged by excessive anode current.

Soon, however, C1 discharges sufficiently to allow the grid of V2 to reach its cut-off value. Immediately, current starts to flow in V2, and the anode voltage drops slightly. This drop is transmitted to the grid of V1, through C2, which is charged to H.T. value, causing the grid voltage to fall slightly below zero. This effect slightly reduces the current in V1, causing its anode voltage to rise a little. This has the effect of raising the grid voltage of V2, and once more we are in a landslide. This time, however, it is in the opposite direction, and we finish up with V1 cut off and V2 in full conduction.

The potential of the grid of V1 is holding that valve well beyond cut-off, its anode being at H.T. value. C1 is now charging up again, through R1 and the grid-cathode circuit of V2, thus holding the grid of V2 slightly above zero, and V2 is conducting heavily, limited only by R2. This fact holds the anode of V2 at a low value, which holds the grid of V1 negative, and V1 cut off, pending the discharge of C2.

As soon as C2 discharges sufficiently to allow the voltage on the grid of V1 to rise to cut-off value, the cycle is repeated.

The waveforms to be found in the circuit are shown in Fig. 5 which should answer any queries about the action. This diagram should be self-explanatory, especially if the above description is read again.

(Continued on page 245)
Television Receiving Licences

The following statement shows the approximate number of Television Receiving Licences in force at the end of September, 1958, in respect of receiving stations situated within the various postal regions of England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>London Postal</td>
<td>1,611,554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Counties</td>
<td>1,051,929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midland</td>
<td>1,341,639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Eastern</td>
<td>1,133,929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Western</td>
<td>1,133,929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Western</td>
<td>685,941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wales and Border Counties</td>
<td>488,092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total England and Wales</td>
<td>7,688,413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scotland</td>
<td>643,642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Ireland</td>
<td>91,457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand total</td>
<td>8,423,512</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TV Safety Glass

TV safety glass as a dust-catching reflection producer in front of the picture tube may soon become a thing of the past. Two American glass companies have announced new implosion plates bonded to the tube itself, and they claim 8 to 10 per cent. more brightness and virtual elimination of reflections, plus the possibility of reducing cabinet depth still further. One company calls its development the "safety tube." It consists of a lightweight glass window curved to fit the tube face and acid etched to a satin finish to diffuse light reflections. It is laminated directly to the face of the picture tube with a layer of transparent polyester resin.

Another company achieves a similar effect with its "contoured twin-panel tube." It uses a curved glass plate with a flange which is cemented around the edge of the picture tube. The space between the tube face and the glass plate is filled with clear mineral oil (one quart is used in a 21in. tube). The oil can be tinted and is intended to provide clear viewing and reduce or eliminate the possibility of implosion.

Canada Buys British

A further order from the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation for six Mark III television camera channels brings the total number of Marconi camera channels purchased by C.B.C. to nearly seventy. The orders for these were all obtained through the Canadian Marconi Company. The six channels ordered in this latest contract are for the new C.B.C. studios at Montreal and Toronto, the major programme-originating centres for the French and English networks respectively.

The Mark III camera channels ordered on this latest contract can be used with either the 3in. or 43in. Image Orthicon tube manufactured by the English Electric Valve Company. This company, together with Marconi's, pioneered the use of the 43in. tube which is now generally accepted as giving the best possible results for television studio work, being especially free from spurious edge effects and having exceptionally good signal-to-noise ratio. In addition to the above, the camera channels include normal black stretch circuits and also a novel automatic alignment circuit which saves considerable time in setting up the camera channels.

TV Picture 13 Miles Up

A TV picture 13 miles up was viewed by Minneapolis residents when the U.S. Navy's...
“Strato-Lab” set up a manned-balloon ascent record of 82,000 ft. Installed in the 7ft. wide gondola was a transistor Vidicon camera and a 30 watt transmitter tuned to a U.H.F. channel. The television pictures, which were relatively uninspiring views of the inside of the gondola, were televised live from the local station from the 60,000 and 76,000ft. levels.

Tallest TV Aerial Mast

THE Independent Television Authority has placed a substantial contract with E.M.I. E.M.I. design not used before in this country. This has several advantages over others in general use. The aerials are lighter and so the weight of the supporting mast can be considerably reduced, and because fewer feed points are necessary than normal, the de-icing problem is simplified and the overall complexity reduced. The mast will be triangular in section with sides 6ft. 6in. wide. The aerial system will comprise 4 bays, each 100ft. long and will radiate horizontally polarised signals on Channel Eleven.

The unsymmetrical radiation pattern required from this station could not have been met adequately with an aerial of conventional design. Strong signals were required in the directions of Norwich, Peterborough, Cambridge and Colchester, but the radiation had to be reduced drastically towards London, the South Coast and Amiens areas to meet international planning requirements.

The radiation system provides exceptionally high aerial gain, enabling a comparatively low input of 8 kW from the transmitters to give an effective radiated power of 200 kW in the desired directions. This means that while the economic advantages of a low-powered transmitter can be utilised, the E.M.I. aerial design will give the people of East Anglia a service of the highest possible quality.

Twenty-one Million ITV Viewers

ITV viewers have increased by more than 20 million in just over three years—from 670,000 when ITV began, to the current total of 21,000,000—reports Television Audience Measurement Limited (TAM).

Other audience landmarks in ITV’s progress were May, 1956—5,000,000 viewers, February, 1957—10,000,000, and October, 1957—15,000,000.

Tokyo’s “Eiffel Tower” Going Up Fast

TOKYO’S new television tower, which is very like the Paris Eiffel Tower, but taller, is now well past the second stage of construction at Shiba Park, Tokyo. Air line companies are getting worried about its effect on aircraft from the nearby Maneda International Airport. For the machines have to make a turn nearby, and in misty weather it would be hard to see. The tower, however, is to be equipped with lights that can be seen fifty miles away.

Teleeducation

TELEDUCATION—USE of closed-circuit TV systems in teaching—is now incorporated in the curricula of 119 American schools and colleges. A survey by the Joint Council on Educational Television, Washington, revealed that 133 closed-circuit systems are in use in the 119 institutions, about twice as many installations as there were two years ago.

Tyne Tees TV

THE studios of Tyne Tees Television Ltd., at City Road, Newcastle, are rapidly nearing completion. The new station (which will be on Channel 8) will extend ITV coverage to the north-east, and will not start transmission to the public until January 15th, but to the staff December 1st is the operative date. From that day on, the entire organisation will operate as though it were already “on the air.” For six weeks, producers, technicians, artists will work on programmes which, although they will be “dummy runs” on a closed-circuit, will be subject to the same discipline and split-second timing as the genuine article. In this way the inevitable “bugs” will be eradicated from the complex equipment and the transition from “dummy” to live on January 15th will be so smooth as to eliminate any trace of first night tension.
Analysing and Servicing TV Receivers

No. 3.—The Sound Stage

By “Diadem”

White flare all over screen.—R.F. or I.F. instability. Examine all the decoupling condensers or short circuit each control grid to chassis in turn until the flaring ceases; commence at the first R.F. stage. Make sure the coil cans are making good contact with the chassis as an ohm-meter reading of one or two ohms can sometimes be obtained owing to the aluminium filming over. Vision instability can also be caused by an incorrect setting of the sound rejector; when this is in the cathode circuit the screen will light up very brightly with no picture in most cases. Do not confuse the above faults with uncontrollable brilliance in the C.R.T.

Inability to tune in sound and vision together.—Coils not tuning broadly enough; check the damping resistors across the tuning coils if fitted, and examine the oscillator/mixer valve and its components. A weak signal is often the cause; this is especially noticeable on Band III.

Ringing.—This is almost entirely an alignment fault. Relign the tuned circuits; if only one coil is out of alignment the fault will be visible, so turn one slug at a time and then bring it back to its original position and watch the test card. But first make sure the oscillator has not drifted as

Continuing from the October issue we deal with further information on faults affecting the vision strip.

Lack of blacks.—Picture grey:—check cathode volts on tube and the video output valve and its components first, check all the vision strip and if sound is weak as well, examine the aerials and feeder: check EHT rectifier, and if the picture is still milky when the brilliance is advanced and the whites go whiter and the blacks fade out, do not forget the crystal detector; sometimes this is inside the last I.F. transformer can in commercial receivers, as in the Ferguson 98ST.

Fig. 15.—The sound circuit.
this is the most likely cause. Tune the oscillator for maximum sound possible with minimum sound interference on vision.  

Picture brilliance, varying during viewing.— Check the video output valve for emission and its anode resistors for variation, and the crystal diode detector. If the picture fades this could be worn valves or tube. See that the valves are seated properly and clean the pins if necessary.  

Picture either brighter or dimmer than usual when first switching on, and low sound sometimes accompanied by sound on vision or vision on sound, i.e., dark bands with brightness varying or hum on sound, the hum varying with picture content. After a short while this alters to the normal picture and sound. Suspect oscillator drift: change the valve first and then the condensers across or in series with the oscillator coil and replace with the same values and types, i.e., mica for mica and ceramic for ceramic.  

Vision signal suddenly drops with dim picture and can be brought back to normal by switching the set on and off or by operating a light switch in the house or by placing a test prod from the test meter on any voltage line in the vision strip; suspect a faulty condenser anywhere in the strip.  

Slight ripple on verticals.— Usual cause is hum in the vision strip; check smoothing and decoupling capacitors and valves for electrode leakages. Don't confuse this fault with sound on vision.  

Hum bars.— This does not always originate from faulty smoothing in the power supply or frame timebase. Suspect valve heater to cathode leak in the vision strip especially the detector and don't forget the C.R.T.  

Ghosts.— Caused by nearby objects reflecting signal back on to the aerial, or can be caused by faulty feeder matching. When object is close to the aerial, instead of double or treble images being observed only a white outline after black is noticed. Don't confuse this with white after black where misalignment causes poor H.F. response.  

Video amplifier screen red hot.— Cause is overloading, turn the contrast down and also check for instability in the vision strip decoupling condensers. While we are discussing the video amplifier, if its electrolytic condenser in the cathode lead dries up this will cause a weak picture and the loss of gain will also weaken the frame sync pulse. Feedback is created when this condenser loses capacity leaving the cathode resistor unbypassed.  

The Sound Stage  

Although there are many variations of the sound circuit (Fig. 15), only one is given as there is a similarity of working in most types. The sound signals which are amplified by the sound and vision R.F. amplifier and mixer stages are taken off from a coil in the anode circuit of the mixer or in some cases in the I.F. amplifying stages if greater gain is required. This latter arrangement depends on the position in the circuit of the sound on vision rejector. The sound signal must be taken off before the rejector, otherwise the signal will be blocked.  

Fig. 16.— The pentode sync separator.  

The amplified signal appears at the anode of VI and is passed through the coupling condenser C1 to the tapped I.F. coil, L2. The same procedure then occurs in a further I.F. amplifying stage V2A. The signal is then rectified by V3A and appears across R1 and R2. The bias developed across R1 is fed back to VI giving A.G.C. The signal across R2 is then passed through C2 to the series noise limiter V3B. The A.G.C. voltage biases V3B cathode negatively and makes the valve conductive. When there is a positive-going interference pulse, the valve is cut off, provided that the pulse is of greater amplitude than the A.G.C. voltage. The sound signal appearing at the volume control is fed into the A.F. amplifier V2B via C3. The amplified signal is passed via the resistance capacity network R3, C4, R4 to the output valve V4. Negative feedback is caused by R5 and C5 between the anodes of V2B and V4.  

Faults Affecting the Sound Strip  

Vision on sound.— This causes a loud buzzing sound from the speaker which varies in intensity with the picture content. Tune the oscillator trimmer for maximum sound with minimum
WHY PAY MORE?

On Fabric-covered Baffle 121" x 3".
Mains and Output Transformer. Metal Rectifier.

BATTERY ELIMINATOR. Converts your Battery Set to Mains. For 4 Low Consumption Valves (DK96 range). 90 v. 15 mA. and 1.4 v. 250 mA., 42/6 (2/6 post). 200-250 v. A.C. Size 5½ x 3½ x 2½.

GARRARD AUTOCHANGER RC121/D Mark 2:
GC8 plug-in pick-up. 4-speed. Plays up to 10 records all sizes and 10" and 12" mixed. Also manual play. Brown with cream pick-up. Brand new at £9.17.6, plus 5/- car.
Collaro Autochanger CONQUEST with manual play. 4-speed £8.15.0. Brand New. Collaro Single Player AC1/554, 4-speed £6.16.6 (3/6 post). All players are in original boxes, brand new.

LOUDSPEAKERS—VERY SPECIAL OFFER!!!


THE BRAYHEAD TURRET TUNER. £7.7.0, post free.
Complete with booklet and fitting instructions. State set and model no. when ordering.

Gladstone Radio. 58a High Street, Camberley, Surrey.
25 Wordsworth Road, Worthing. Tel.: 235: and 3 Church Road, Redfield, Bristol. Tel.: 51207.
NEW BOXED VALVES!

EQUIVALENT TO FOLLOWING TYPES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AC SG</th>
<th>GU50</th>
<th>VN4A</th>
<th>VN10</th>
<th>VN4B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AC/EGVM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC/PEN</td>
<td>MS4P</td>
<td>2U39</td>
<td>2C35</td>
<td>2C35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC/PEN 5-pin</td>
<td>MS4P</td>
<td>2U39</td>
<td>2C35</td>
<td>2C35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC/PEN 7-pin</td>
<td>MS4P</td>
<td>2U39</td>
<td>2C35</td>
<td>2C35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC/PEN 7-pin</td>
<td>MS4P</td>
<td>2U39</td>
<td>2C35</td>
<td>2C35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC/HID</td>
<td>MS4P</td>
<td>2U39</td>
<td>2C35</td>
<td>2C35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYC</td>
<td>MHD</td>
<td>MHD</td>
<td>MHD</td>
<td>MHD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIY</td>
<td>MSH</td>
<td>MSH</td>
<td>MSH</td>
<td>MSH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

COMPLETE VALVE LIST AVAILABLE FREE

10/- each

MIXER UNIT TYPE 79
Includes VCR15A tube; 7EF58; EF65, 4KA9; 5U4; VU110; EC52; 2E2R; 300/250 volt 50 c/s mains transformer; chokes, etc.

£5.10.0. carriage 5/-

RADAR TX TYPE 1683
Complete with the following: 2-40C; 6S2A; 6S2B; S151G; 6S1C; 3-6AT; 6V5G; 511A Photo-multiplier with net-work; 2 Blower motors: transformers, etc.

£8.5.0. carriage 5/-

SYNCHRONIZER UNIT
Includes slow-motion drives; chokes; transformers, etc, and 3-6LM; 190C7; 120V7A; 66STK7; 66STK7; 0-4SNR.T1; 4H6.

£14.19.6. carriage 5/-

RF UNITS
Type 55, Switched tuning; 30 to 40 Mc/s. Includes 3-1P61, etc. Brand New. 10/- carriage 5/-.
Type 56, Variable tuning. 50 to 60 Mc/s. Includes 2-4F54; 4C52; slow-motion drive, etc. Brand New. 25/- carriage 5/-. Circuit 6/4.

QUARTZ CRYSTALS
Large range of frequencies in stock: fundamentals; harmonics: type 341A; 243, etc. Quarts blanks for grinding, etc.

SEND FOR FREE COMPLETE LIST.

CATHODE RAY TUBES
VCR15A, 35/-, bases, 2/-; VCR97, 40/- with cut-off, 15/-; My-metal screen. 10/-; base. 2/-; 3H1P1 tube. 35/-, All tested and guaranteed.

CRYSTAL MIC. INSERTS
1-inch Square 3/-; Aces 1-inch Round 7/-
Accs 1-inch Round 5/-; 2-inch Round 12/-
Light-weight moulded hand microphone case, suitable for any of the above inserts. ONLY 2/-

BRAND NEW!

PYE 45 Mc/s STRIP TYPE 3583
Complete with 10-EF50s, E834 and E450 valves. Unit is in new condition. Including modification data. 39/6

SHORT-WAVE RECEIVER
L.F. FREQUENCY 2 Mcs, 10-60 Mcs (5-30 Metres) RECEPTION SET TYPE 208


OPEN MONDAY to SAT 9-6. THURS, 1 o'clock.

HENRY'S RADIO LTD.
(Dept. PTD.)
5 HARROW ROAD, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2
OPPOSITE EDGWARE ROAD TUBE STATION.
TEL.: PADDINGTON 1068-9

REBUILD

TUBES MULLAND AND MAZDA

GUARANTEED SIX MONTHS

7 days delivery time as from receiving order.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>12in.</th>
<th>14in.</th>
<th>17in.</th>
<th>21in.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>£8 0 0</td>
<td>£10 0 0</td>
<td>£12 0 0</td>
<td>£14 0 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Plus 1/6 P.P. & ins.

AS A RESULT OF PURCHASE TAX REGU-LATIONS WE CAN ONLY REBUILD YOUR OWN TUBE. THESE SHOULD BE SENT Via BRITISH ROAD SERVICES (PARCELS) LTD.

We have a number of good reclaimed Tubes at £5.00 incl. 12in. All sizes. Guaranteed 3 months. P.P. & ins. 12/6.

Brayhead Converters £6.10.0 inc.

Call, write or phone.

ST. MARY'S ELECTRONICS
18 PRAED STREET, LONDON, W.2.
(Ambassador 9795)

UNITED KINGDOM ATOMIC ENERGY AUTHORITY
INDUSTRIAL GROUP
ELECTRONIC MECHANICS

Windscale and Calder Works require experienced men with knowledge of electronic equipment for fault diagnosis, repair and calibration of a wide range of instruments used in nuclear reactors, radiation laboratories and chemical plant. This interesting work involves the maintenance of instruments using pulse techniques, wide band and noise amplifiers, pulse amplitude analysers, counting circuits and television.

Men with Services, Industrial or Commercial background of Radar, Radio or Television are invited to write for further information. Training in our Instrument School will be given to successful applicants.

Married men living beyond daily travelling distance will be eligible for housing after a short period of waiting. Lodging allowance is payable during this period. Working conditions and promotion prospects are good.

Applications to:

Works Labour Manager,
United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority,
Industrial Group,
Windscale and Calder Works,
Sellafield, Seascale, Cumberland.
sound interference on vision. If much adjustment is needed check the oscillator valve and the capacitors across or in series with the oscillator coil.

Any replacement capacitor must be of the same values and types as those previously fitted. Also try the effect of realigning the R.F. stage preceding the frequency changer stage.

**Bubbling hum on sound.**—If this occurs when the volume control is at its maximum position, check the sound circuits and the screening on the lead to the volume control. Hum radiated from the frame timebase is the cause.

**Hum originating in the sound strip.**—This can be caused by a heater-to-cathode leak in the sound detector, and by defective heater decoupling condensers.

**Distorted sound or stressed sibilants.**—The anode resistor of the noise limiter may have increased in value. If there is negative feedback from the sound output stage to an earlier stage, check the feedback capacitor.

**Intermittent screeching sound.**—The electrolytic smoothing capacitor may be faulty.

**Weak sound.**—If the sound is not distorted, and vision is normal, check the sound I.F. stages first.

**The Synchronising Separator Stage**

The function of the sync separator valve is to remove the picture content from the demodulated signal, leaving the sync pulses which fire the timebases at the correct instants. The valve is biased so that conduction takes place only on the sync pulses. The separated pulses are taken from the anode circuit, or, sometimes, if the sync separator valve is a pentode, from the cathode or screen grid.

These pulses are separated from one another by differentiating and integrating networks: a differentiating network is used to pass only the line pulses, which are of a high frequency compared with the frame pulses, which are passed only by the integrating network. A frame pulse clipper is sometimes used to prevent any line pulses from reaching the frame timebase. This clipper also shapes the frame pulses, and, where a triode clipper is used, a certain amount of amplification of the pulses also takes place. The sync-separating valve and the pulse clipping valve can be diodes, triodes or pentodes. In some designs the clipping valve is replaced by crystal diodes, often referred to as interface diodes.

**The Sync Separator Stage**

The pentode sync separator (Fig. 16) and the triode frame pulse clipper are both contained in one glass envelope.

The positive sync pulses and negative picture signals are present at the grid of the pentode. The pentode is so biased that D.C. restoration takes place between the grid and cathode, eliminating the need for a separate diode restorer, which would otherwise be necessary because C1 blocks D.C. The correct choice of values for C1, R1 and R2 causes the valve to cut off on the video signal and conducts only the sync pulses, which appear at the anode.

Amplitude differentiation takes place in the pentode anode circuit to separate the frame pulses from the line pulses. It is possible to reduce the rate at which the voltage changes at the beginning and the end of each pulse by introducing an inductance L1 in the anode circuit. There are still small line pulses present in the waveform. These have to be removed, otherwise interlacing of the two frames in each picture would be affected. The waveform is applied to the clipper through C2 and the grid is connected to a potential divider R4, R5 across the H.T. supply to the valve and grid current flows until the arrival of the frame pulse, when the grid is biased beyond cut off. This flow of current in the grid circuit removes any remaining line pulses, and prevents these pulses from appearing at the anode. The frame pulses are applied to the frame timebase which is thereby synchronised with the transmitted frequency. The video signal appearing at the grid of the sync separator is positive-going on sync pulses (Fig. 17). The grid current develops a bias across R3 which drives the valve beyond cut-off except for the duration of the sync pulses. The cathode is unbiased and D.C. restoration takes place automatically, replacing the D.C. component of the signal which was removed by the inclusion of C1. The screen voltage is higher than that on the anode thus assisting the removal of the picture content from the signal.

*(To be continued)*
Television in Industry

SOME UNUSUAL APPLICATIONS

In their usual forthright manner, the Americans have a way of saying that if it is too inaccessible, too expensive, too dangerous, too far, too hot, too cold, too tiring, too small, too dark, too difficult, too low, too inconvenient or too high to make direct observations for a variety of tasks, then use some form of closed circuit industrial television. It is only over the last few years that this utilisation of television's principles has had a wide application. Certain spectacular achievements having served to give a much needed impetus.

To quote just one example, there was the location of a sunken submarine Affray with the aid of an underwater television camera linked to a viewing monitor on board the salvage ship, while the dangers associated with atomic development have been eased materially by employing suitable industrial television cameras to check stages in the various processes involved.

Although in this industrial field, a normal type of television camera can be employed, since many of the applications have no three-dimensional aspects, considerable simplification of the equipment is possible. Industrial cameras, their associated power packs and scanning generators have been specially designed as compact units and these have incorporated image dissector tubes, staticons, vidicons, etc. The versatility of these industrial devices is remarkable and can best be demonstrated by referring to a number of applications which are already in everyday use.

One of the many jobs undertaken at the N.P.I. is a study of flight performance by using a compressed-air wind tunnel. Until quite recently, difficulty was encountered when photographs were required of models undergoing tests and also in making exact observations. By installing an adaptation of the E.M.I. Mark VI camera channel and incorporating the actual camera unit in a housing able to cope with extremely high air pressures, coupled with remote control for focusing, etc., the observations have been materially simplified.

Transmission of Documents

The transmission of pictorial information such as maps, documents and signatures as required by a bank for cheque records, lends itself admirably to industrial television. Many business houses, both in this country and abroad, have taken advantage of this, particularly those who have found it either impossible or too expensive to accommodate the necessary documents or files at the physical location where checking is essential. The receiver tube screen, of a size compatible with the range of items under observation, will display the information both accurately and without waste of time and a consequent saving in money. One of the essentials in this scheme is an even illumination over the document or card coupled with precautions to prevent any such lighting falling directly on to the camera lens. Frequently it becomes necessary to use a higher standard of definition such as 625 lines in order to bring out small detail and ensure legibility under even the most adverse conditions.

Where the cards or documents are large compared with the brightly lit area of scan, some form of mechanical shift is incorporated and in this way the whole object is viewed in a sequence of sections to give all the information required at the receiving end of the closed circuit chain. To conserve the life of the camera tube—and this applies to many forms of these industrial television devices—the units are designed so that although all the other circuits are energised continuously, the tube itself is switched on by remote control from the receiving end only when required for viewing purposes.

In many cases of these industrial designs it has been found possible or even better to eliminate the ruggedised camera tube and substitute an electronic form of light spot scanner. This comprises a specially designed projection cathode-ray tube giving an intensely bright scanning spot in conjunction with a Schmidt optical system. The degrees of light and shade reflected from the document surface during the scanning motion are picked up by suitably positioned modern photo electric cells which can incorporate electron
A simple form of industrial television equipment for image magnification.

multipliers if required. The resulting signal is then amplified at video frequency and fed to the cable linking the transmitting and receiving locations.

Mention was made earlier of the underwater examination and identification of the submarine Affray, which sank in such tragic circumstances in 1951. When it was decided to adapt television’s principles for this project, the equipment which used an image orthicon for the camera tube, was designed and built in a very short space of time. Considerable improvements in these underwater industrial devices have taken place since then and most of these hinge on the intensity and type of illumination necessary to overcome any effects brought about by the turbidity of the water, coupled with increases in sensitivity of the camera tube itself to offset any lack of object illumination. Naturally, remote operation is essential and cable insulation, together with adequate protective covering is important.

Studying the action of explosives, destructive tests of machinery, observing water level in boilers or meter readings at remote plants, also fall within the ambit of industrial television. In the case of the last two items they can be of vital importance as false readings which might occur due to defects in any other electrical devices used to ascertain the readings, could cause serious and costly accidents. A recent example of the first named, uses a standard Pye industrial television camera unit at an explosives factory. The housing is pressurised and weatherproofed and lens changing, camera panning and elevation are all under the remote control of the observer.

The examples quoted by no means exhaust the multitudinous applications which have come under the heading of this rapidly expanding industrial side of the television industry. As a rule each installation has its own specific problems to overcome so that adaptations and modifications to standard forms of industrial camera units are necessary, but enough has been said to demonstrate the importance of this section of television’s ramifications.

RELAXATION OSCILLATORS

(Continued from page 236)

It should be understood that the suggestion of “a small change of current through V1” is not strictly accurate, but is necessary for an initial understanding of the action. In fact, no trigger action is required by this circuit, as it will oscillate immediately when the valve works. It would be most difficult to force the oscillator to take up the stable condition assumed at the start, without altering component values.

Control of the Multivibrator

On the assumption that C1=C2=C, and R3=R4=R, i.e. the circuit is entirely symmetrical, the frequency of oscillation will be given by:

\[ f \approx \frac{1}{2RC} \]

This is only approximate, as the frequency is, to some extent, dependent on H.T. and valve characteristics, but the formula will serve as a guide. C is, of course, in Farads, and R is in ohms, so for \( C = 0.001 \text{ } \mu \text{F} \), and \( R = 100 \text{ kΩ} \):

\[ f \approx \frac{1}{2 \times 10^{-3} \times 10^{-4}} = \frac{1}{2 \times 10^{-7}} = \frac{1}{2} \times 10^4 = 5 \text{ kc/s}. \]

Control of frequency may be obtained by variation of either C or R, or both, in ganged pairs. Independent variation of any component will produce unequal pulse widths, i.e., the positive pulse may be shorter than the negative one, or vice versa.

Deliberate control of relative pulse width (ratio) is best made by a relative variation of R3 and R4 together, as shown in Fig. 4.

Transitron Oscillator

The second in this series of articles by R. Couvela on the working of relaxation oscillators will include descriptions of the transitron oscillator and timebase (the Fleming-Williams timebase) and of the cathode-coupled multivibrator timebase. Approximate formulae for frequencies of oscillation will also be given.

(To be continued)

REMEMBERED ALL YOUR CHRISTMAS GIFTS?

Don’t put off your Christmas giving until the last possible moment ... it is so easy to arrange now! A year’s subscription for PRACTICAL TELEVISION is the ideal gift for friends who are TV enthusiasts. And it’s such a thoughtful gift, too.

Put hurry! You must send now to make sure that first copies arrive in time for Christmas. Simply send your friends’ names and addresses, together with your own and remittance* to cover each subscription, to Subscription Manager (G.2), George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street, W.C.2. An attractive Christmas Greetings Card will be sent in your name to announce each gift.

* RATES (INCLUDING POSTAGE) FOR ONE YEAR (12 ISSUES): U.K. 19s. 0d., OVERSEAS 17s. 6d., CANADA 16s. 6d., U.S.A. $2.50.
QUITE a popular form of photography in recent years is the taking of photographs from the television screen. All that is needed is a camera with a lens aperture of at least f/4.5; a roll of fast film and careful attention to focusing. But supposing your lens aperture is not the recommended f/4.5—well, you can still take photographs from the TV screen, even if you have only a pre-war box camera.

"Close-up" Lens
Obtain a "close-up" lens of 1.2 or 3 dioptres; it does not really matter which. If your camera is fitted with a "portrait attachment" that will be quite satisfactory. Fit the close-up lens in front of the camera lens in the usual way, and then set up the camera in front of the TV on a tripod or other firm support. If you are uncertain about focusing, take the back off the camera and place a piece of tissue paper or ground glass in the film plane. With the shutter set on "time" you should have no difficulty in getting the screen in focus. When you have done this (and it is worth while spending some time in making sure that your focusing is truly accurate) set the shutter to 1/25th second (or to "I" if yours is a box camera). Adjust the aperture to f/11 and place a roll of film in the camera.

Any of the really fast films such as HP3, HPS or Tri X will do. You can now go ahead and take pictures of any reasonably static subject which takes your fancy. When you have used up your roll of film, remove it from the camera and load it into the developing tank in the usual way.

Use "Universal" Developer
For development, one of the popular "Universal" developers will be quite satisfactory. Mix one part of developer to four parts of water (this may seem to be too strong a solution, but it gives good results) and develop with occasional agitation at a temperature of about 68 deg. Fahrenheit for half an hour. At the end of this period, pour away, rinse and fix and wash in the usual way. You will probably find that there is a certain amount of fog on the negatives, but you should have no difficulty in printing them. You can, if you like, halve the strength of developer and double the development time, or use any developer strength/time ratio that will give the same end product, but the figures quoted above have been found to be quite satisfactory.

2½ x 3½ Plate Camera
By way of proof, the accompanying pictures were all taken with an ancient 2½ X 3½ plate camera with roll film adapter and using the above-mentioned technique.
There is nothing new in all the foregoing. Forced development and development to finality have been practiced ever since the beginning of photography, but it is always exciting to put old methods to new uses and there is always the thrill of achievement in making a simple piece of apparatus do the work previously regarded as the purview of its more expensive and elaborate brethren.

Adjusting the Receiver
It is important to alter the setting of the controls of the receiver to compensate for the differing intensities of the various scenes depicted on the screen. Many examples of photography from the television screen which the author has examined make faults in the receivers very evident; in many cases, the height control has been incorrectly adjusted, elongating faces, and making everyone appear mournful. Another common mistake is faulty adjustment of the brightness and contrast controls. All too often, the picture is either composed of the proverbial "soot-and-whitewash," or is a uniform, pale, insipid grey.

The recommended procedure for securing the optimum brightness and contrast settings is as follows. First remove the aerial from the input socket of the receiver. Turn the contrast control to minimum, and then increase the setting of the brightness control until the screen lights up (that is to say, until the raster is visible). Next reduce the setting of the brightness control until the raster just disappears. This control is now set.

Interesting Hobby
Next replace the aerial in its socket and increase the contrast control setting for best picture quality. If the contrast is insufficient, the setting of the brightness control may be reduced slightly.

This fascinating hobby has endless possibilities. Imagine recording such historic moments as the State Opening of Parliament, televised in full for the first time on 29th October this year, and pictures brought to you from far-off countries by the Eurovision link.
EHT Multiplier

An EHT multiplier was used as described in the June, 1951, issue (see Fig. 13); this is mounted above the mains transformer. 20 Kv. .001 μF condensers are used, as the smaller type were found unsuitable. To obtain a clear focus on the Mazda CRM 152B 15 in. tube, the EHT voltage was reduced by four 10 MΩ (40 MΩ) one watt resistors to earth. The size of the picture obtained is 11 in. × 12½ in.; the mask is a little smaller, and this is made on a wood frame, to which is glued shaped cardboard. Grey plastic sheeting was glued to the cardboard, and this was allowed to project ¼ in. at the front, just to pass through the cabinet panel. The mask was not fastened down, but allowed to float. A wood screw at each corner of the wood frame allows a final positioning (see Fig. 14).

The Cabinet

A great deal of thought was given to the design of the cabinet, to allow for easy access to all trimmers, and the removal of any part or chassis. This was accomplished by making the sides and top removable for servicing purposes. Fig. 15 gives three views, showing how the cabinet was constructed. The tube rear support, Fig. 16, was made from bakelite with aluminium angle strengtheners, and was clamped to the top strut, along which it can be moved. There is also some adjustment to the centre height, by means of the slots at the top. The Perspex window at the front can be easily removed for cleaning the tube. All connections are made by plug and socket which allows removal of any part without unsoldering one connection.

The mounting legs, which now have rubber feet, give the cabinet a modern appearance. This has been stained a beautiful light brown and has since been given several coats of wax polish, which gives a not too glossy finish, and does not easily scratch.

Aerials

Aerials for both BBC and ITV are fitted in the loft; the BBC down lead being twin-feeder. The ITV aerial is one modified from a four-element wide-spaced aerial, purchased from a P.T. advertiser, the down lead being co-axial.

Instructions for trimming the sound and vision chassis have already been given in P.T. The picture obtained is very good and all that could be desired.

Finally, anyone who has a "View Master" and wishes to convert his set to ITV, and uses any
or all of the above modifications, can rest assured that they give satisfactory results.

Alignment Details

We repeat the alignment details as given in the December, 1955, issue for the benefit of those readers who do not have the old copy.

To obtain the best possible results it is essential for the alignment to be carried out with the aid of an accurately calibrated signal generator. Though it may be possible to obtain a reasonable picture by alignment on a transmission it is only likely to be satisfactory if the converter feeding the I.F. amplifier has itself been accurately aligned and is, therefore, giving an I.F. output at the correct frequency.

Alignment Details

I.F. amplifier alignment if obtain with alignment of those readers who do not have the old copy.

We repeat the alignment details as given in the December, 1955, issue for the benefit of those readers who do not have the old copy.

To obtain the best possible results it is essential for the alignment to be carried out with the aid of an accurately calibrated signal generator. Though it may be possible to obtain a reasonable picture by alignment on a transmission it is only likely to be satisfactory if the converter feeding the I.F. amplifier has itself been accurately aligned and is, therefore, giving an I.F. output at the correct frequency.

Grey plastic sheeting \( \frac{1}{8} \) in front of cardboard

Wood corner sheeting

\( \frac{1}{8} \) Plywood piece

Cardboard cut to shape of tube Glue to wood frame

Round head wood screws adjusted to front of cabinet

Wood corner sheeting

\( \frac{1}{8} \) Plywood piece

Cardboard cut to shape of tube Glue to wood frame

Round head wood screws adjusted to front of cabinet

Aperture sizes

14" x 11" for 17" Tube
12\( \frac{3}{4} \)" x 11" for 15" Tube

Suitable masks to be provided

Aperture sizes

14" x 11" for 17" Tube
12\( \frac{3}{4} \)" x 11" for 15" Tube

Suitable masks to be provided

Where a constructor will be making his own converter the difficulties of aligning this in conjunction with the alignment of the I.F. amplifier make it almost impossible to be certain of results, and the constructor is recommended to beg, borrow or buy a signal generator, since only then can he be assured of a really satisfactory performance. At this point it must be stated that technical details relating to the operation of the I.F. amplifier are in the main covered in the View Master booklets and are not therefore dealt with in this article; only details specifically concerned with the conversion of the vision chassis to an I.F. amplifier are dealt with here.

Having checked that there are no obvious
faults in the I.F. amplifier, the power supply may be switched on and a warming up period of around five minutes allowed. The following procedure should then be carried out:

Connect generator to grid of V3.
Tune V4 anode circuit to maximum output at 35 Mc/s.
Tune V3 anode circuit to maximum output at 37.5 Mc/s.
Connect generator to grid of V2.
Tune V3 grid circuit to maximum output at 35 Mc/s.
Tune V2 anode circuit to maximum output at 37.5 Mc/s.
Tune rejector circuit for minimum output at 38.15 Mc/s.
Connect generator to grid of V1.
Tune V2 grid circuit to maximum output at 35.5 Mc/s.
Tune V1 anode circuit to maximum output at 37.75 Mc/s.
Tune V6 grid circuit for maximum output at 38.15 Mc/s.
Tune V6 anode circuit for maximum output at 38.15 Mc/s.

**UNUSUAL INTERFERENCE**

(Continued from page 232)

and off of the diode which is responsible for the interference effect in this case.

**The Cure**

The interference caused by this switching action can be suppressed quite adequately by introducing a small choke in the lead to the cathode of the valve. In modern sets, the top cap of this valve is the cathode and connection is easily made as shown in Fig. 2. A 1 amp TV suppressor choke of the kind that is used for the suppression of small electrical appliances lends itself admirably to this application.

If the disturbance is not completely eliminated by one choke, an additional choke can be connected in the anode lead of the line amplifier valve, which is also connected to a top cap, and if found necessary, another choke can be wired in series with the anode lead of the EHT rectifier valve. But in this case extreme caution is demanded in order to avoid a flashover between the choke and screen of the line output transformer.

The application of chokes may also alleviate B-K interference, but in obstinate cases it may be necessary to replace the line output valve. Subjecting the valve to a magnetic field may well damp the electron oscillation within, and this practice is adopted by certain manufacturers, who employ small ring magnets clamped to the envelope of the valve and which can be orientated to the position giving least interference. It sometimes helps to connect a very small value capacitor between the anode, top cap, of the line output valve and chassis. This can be made up from a length of twin p.v.c. covered cable, the conductors acting as the capacitor plates and the p.v.c. as the dielectric (see Fig. 3).
CONVERTER ACCESSORIES
- AMT - A.M.T. Model S1, S1. 78. Var. Antennas 415-450 x 76. 8. B.F.F. Pattern Filter, 86. Band 3 - 300. Var. Antennas. Single Diode with 2 yds. coax., etc. 13.9. a Receiver Box. 27.6. 2. R.F. Element. 35. 50-

VOLUME CONTROLS
This powerful 4-element, pre-assembled, wide spaced Band III beam Aerial by a leading manufacturer. Supplied complete with cranked pole and wall fixing brackets, can also be loco mounted. Listed at 55/-
Our price. Brand New, in maker's sealed carton, 37/4 4-element Aerials, array only, for mounting to 1½in. diameter mast. 25/-
Cellular polythene Co-axial Cable at 8d. per yard supplied if required.
Terms: Cash with Order or C.O.D. Carriage 2½ extra.
G. C. EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.
2, PARK ROW, LEEDS, 1

AMAZING OFFER

TELEVISION

Cellular polythene mast, 25/- Our beam This Mail 252]

PRACTICAL TELEVISION

December, 1958

Send your T.V. TUBES TO US FOR REBUILDING

Via BRS (PARCELS) LTD. OR BRITISH RAILWAYS

14" 15", 16" and 17" 21"

£8.10 £10.10 £12.10

12" only Mullard and CRM 123 and 124 Mazda

£7.10

Carriage and insurance 10/- each tube.
FULLY GUARANTEED SIX MONTHS

TERMS TO TRADE

LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

AND DEFLECTOR COILS

Most types can be supplied. State set, make, model number and part required. S.A.E. please.
Terms: C.W.O. or PRO-FORMA

PRIME ELECTRICS

(Dept. W/2)

36, QUEENSDALE ROAD, LONDON, W.11
(Nr. Shepherds Bush Central Line). Phone PARK 1131

Callers: 10.30-3 Mon.-Sat. Closed Wed.

TELEVISION

OPPORTUNITIES IN

148 pages

Free!

Television offers unlimited scope to the technically qualified. Details of the easiest way to study for A.M., B.R.E., R.T.E.B., B.C., I.T.E. and G.R.E. Certificates, and City and Guilds, Television, Telecommunication, Sound Film Projection, Radio Diploma Courses, etc., are given in our 128-page Handbook "ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES" which also explains the benefits of our Appointments Dept.

We Guarantee "NO PASS—NO FEE" If you are earning less than £20 a week you must read this enlightening book.

Send for your copy NOW—FREE and without obligation.

WRITE TO-TODAY!

British Institute of Engineering Technology
237, College House. 29-31, Wright's Lane.
Kensington, W.8.

TRANSFORMERS?

CONTACT FORREST FIRST!

Rewinding and manufacture of all types for Television, Radio and Electronic Application.

FORREST (TRANSFORMERS) LTD.,
Shirley, Solihull, Warwickshire.
Phone: 591.2483. Est. 34 years.

RADIO AND TELEVISION COMPONENTS

We operate a prompt and efficient MAIL-ORDER Service. 3d. stamp (only) for Catalogue.

JAMES H. MARTIN & CO.
FINNISTHWAITE, NEWBY BRIDGE,
ULVERSTON, LANC.

from one source

Denco, Repanco, I.B., T.C.C., Woden, Elac,
McMurdo, Radiocores, Duddys, Elstone,
Bulgin, Belling & Lee, Hunts, Sorad, Acois,
Brown, Mullard, Igranic, Cossor, Taylor.
Avo, Henley, E.M.I., etc.

Orders dealt with day by day.

56 page illustrated catalogue No. 11, with 108 photographic illustrations and over 2,000 new guaranteed lines by leading makers. 9d. post free.

SOUTHERN RADIO and ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

SORAD WORKS, REDLYNCH
SALISBURY, WILTS.
This is a range of 17in. models all of which use the same chassis. The DM3 is a table model; the DM4 has a similar cabinet, but with doors; and the DM5 is a console version. A series of later models, the DM4/C, DM3/C, are somewhat similar, the DM4/C incorporating V.H.F. radio. whilst the DM3/C uses an EY86 in place of the EY51 E.H.T. rectifier.

The DM1 is a 14in. model using an identical chassis to the DM3, but with an AW36-21 electro-statically focused tube and a single PY32 H.T. rectifier in place of the two PY82 used in the 17in. series. The later version of the DM1 is the DM2/C with V.H.F. radio and a revised circuit. Several other models on the same general lines have been produced, such as the DMC/D21 and the DMC/D18, but the circuits contain many variations. The complete circuits and detailed differences are fully covered in Newnes Radio and Television Servicing.

The Chassis

The chassis in all models is remarkably clean and access to all components is simple. This is a point to be appreciated when checking suspected components.

The simple and efficient design of the earlier and very similar DM17 series has been maintained with the minimum number of frills added. The tuner unit in all models is of the turret type, allowing the various coil biscuits for different

---

Fig. 1.—Circuit of line oscillator and output stages.
channels to be removed and replaced at will. Let us here dismiss one apparently widespread misconception. If a model is designed to receive TV channels only, it is not possible to clip in a pair of V.H.F. coil biscuits and receive the Home, Light and Third radio programmes. V.H.F. models incorporate a specially designed detector circuit and consequent switching arrangements. Therefore, there is no simple way in which a TV-only model can be modified for reception of Band II V.H.F. radio programmes.

Cleaning the Tube Face

Another point which is often raised is in regard to cleaning the front of the tube and viewing window. On this range of models this is very simple as the window is removable. It is only necessary to unscrew the three wood screws under the top of the surround, remove this strip and ease the window outward. "Ease" because the rubber side strips may be a trifle sticky.

Fault Finding

Intermittent reception may be due to poor contact between the springs and studs in the turret tuner. The contact surfaces should be cleaned using a reliable switch cleaner or spirit and then lightly smeared with MS4 silicone grease. The spring tension should not be adjusted.

No Sound

Suspect V18 (PCL83) sound A.F. and output valve. This is situated on the front right side as viewed from the rear. Normally, there is no other cause but, of course, V16 and V17 could be at fault as could any one of the associated components.

Sound Oscillation

Loud howl, unaffected by controls—except the on/off switch! Suspect C78 500 µF bias decoupling capacitor of V18—pins 3 and 7 to chassis.

No Vision—Sound in Order

Remove rear cover of centre (line output) section, secured by four P.K. screws. The PL81, PY81 valves will be revealed and also the EY51 in its cradle on top of the transformer. By this time it will have been noted whether the line time base whistle is audible, normally so or very weak. If the latter, the oscillator V9 is working, but not necessarily the line output.

(To be continued)
By "Decibel." This new book not only deals in a simple manner with the reception of television pictures but also explains how the signals originate and the techniques involved in the transmission of pictures by television—including colour transmission. Written by the author of that best-seller—A First Course in Hi-Fi, this handy book can be followed by the interested amateur as well as those engaged in, or studying for employment in, broadcasting and the servicing of receivers. From booksellers, 15s. net.

AC/DC POCKET MULTI-METER KIT
Comprising 2In. moving coil meter scale calibrated in AC/DC volts, ohms and milli-amps. Voltage range AC DC 0-10, 0-100, 0-500, 0-1000, 0-3000, 0-10000. Ohms range 0-10,000. Front panel, range switch, wire-wound pot for ohms zero settings, toggle switch, resistors and rectifier. Basic movement 2 mA. In grey hammer finished case 19/6. Plus P. & P. 1/6. Built and tested 78 extra.

RADIO & T.V. COMPONENTS (Acton) LTD.
23, HIGH STREET, ACTON, LONDON, W.3
All enquiries S.A.E. GOODS NOT DESPATCHED OUTSIDE U.K.
PUBLIC taste in popular entertainment is an ever-changing one. Theatres, music-halls, skating rinks, waxworks, military bands, pierrots, musical comedy, circuses, silent and talking films, and “steam” radio have all had their boom periods. Some of these forms of entertainment have suffered a serious decline over a long period, particularly the live theatre, for which talkies used to get the blame, linked, of course, with the entertainment tax. Now it is the cinemas themselves which are experiencing a recession, and television is now cited as the cause of all the trouble.

The Benefactor

TELEVISION, however, is doing something which none of its predecessors in entertainment did. It is taking steps to keep the older lines of show business, particularly the live theatre, alive. I.T.A. programme companies have made a good start with subsidies to repertory companies and theatres in all parts of the country. A-TV, Granada, Scottish Television and others have made generous contributions to sustain the repertory movement. Scottish Television is the latest patron of the theatre and has presented £5,000 to the Scottish Theatre Trust, under whose jurisdiction repertory theatres are run in Glasgow, Edinburgh, Dundee and Perth. In addition to the Pitlochry Festival Theatre, when the cheque was presented Sir Robert Fraser, I.T.A.’s Director-General, claimed that television was not a threat but a helping hand to the live theatre. However, the repertory theatres need audiences even more than money, and it would be a gracious move for regional I.T.A. companies to persuade viewers to take occasional nights off from their TV sets to patronise these theatres. A practical gesture would be to allocate a free 30-second live advertising slot, announcing “what’s on” at the theatres in the area on one evening each week. This would really please the actors and managements. After all, quite a lot of free advertising space is given to film releases both by the BBC and I.T.A. in such programmes as Picture Parade.

“A Tale of Two Cities”

I MUST admit that opera is not usually my cup of tea, but I had heard so much about the elaborate planning, rehearsals, sets and casting of the BBC’s A Tale of Two Cities that I felt honour bound to give it my attention. Like ballet, opera is a combination of movement, music, colour, costumes and scenery—but with emphasis upon vocal music. I was interested to see just how the producer, Rudolph Cartier, could sustain a full-length opera on television without the colour of costumes and scenery to help him, and whether he could avoid the conventional theatricalities of opera as usually seen on a stage. He succeeded admirably, by giving it the pace and movement of a motion picture, with camera movement, change of scene, restrained naturalistic acting and a sense of drama rarely seen in an opera house. The most difficult part for me to assimilate was the music of Arthur Benjamin, which was anything but reminiscent of the popular operatic melodies whistled by my milkman! There were scenes in this presentation of great dramatic power and pathos, especially those leading up to the guillotine, in which fine camera work and lighting played an important part. For me, the most moving performance was that of Heddle Nash in the pathetic part of Dr. Manette; but all the artistes gave of their best, particularly John Cameron and Alexander Gouring as Carton and Darnay respectively. Heather Harper as Lucie Manette and Amy Stuart as Madame Darnay. But the

Examining finished tube screens at the Edisor Swan works. Ultra-violet light is employed for this test.
greatest credit really belongs to the producer, Rudolph Cartier, for devising a new idiom of presentation, a kind of "method" system for television opera. I look forward to more TV opera from Rudolph Cartier, but with slightly more digestible music.

Sub-miniature Films for TV

Recent improvements and developments now being made to 16 mm. film and equipment will probably lead to its increased use for telecine, especially in the provincial regions, both BBC and I.T.A. There are now available two or three makes of 16 mm. ciné cameras which are capable of photographing pictures and at the same time, recording sound on a magnetic stripe on the same film. Improvements have been made in the quality of the negative photographic emulsion to give a finer grain and to make it more suitable for the direct transmission in its negative form, without necessity for a print. The method of perforating the film has also been improved to give greater accuracy to the perforations. 16 mm. film carries only one perforation per frame, and it has been the practice until now to perforate three or four frames at a time. Much greater accuracy can be obtained by punching each perforation singly with a high precision perforating machine. The evenness of magnetic material which is applied to the sound stripe has been improved too, especially in the avoidance of the thickening-up near the edges of the stripe. On the opposite side of the film, next to the perforations, is a balancing stripe, also of magnetic material, which is applied solely to enable the film to be wound up evenly. This balancing stripe is of the same magnetic material because it is the cheapest and easiest method of balancing up the thickness of both edges of the 16 mm. film. This balancing stripe is now likely to be used for a second sound track for background noises. Though this magnetic track is only 29 mils wide it does this job perfectly. Gevaert, the Belgian film stock maker, has been giving special attention to the manufacture of 16 mm. pre-striped film negative, especially for use on telecine, in its negative picture form. Rank Precision Industries have been making progress on the equipment side, with new 16 mm. magnetic sound and picture cameras and also apparatus which should greatly assist in the editing of the film in its negative form. These developments, together with the new improved flying spot and Vidicon telecine machines, should give results almost as good as 35 mm. film. Furthermore, improved editing and cutting techniques will give 16 mm. single sound and picture systems all the flexibility of the separate 35 mm. picture and sound films at about one-tenth of the cost. It will introduce an entirely new factor into television.

Telecine

There is a steady increase in the number and variety of telecine and slide machines used at BBC and I.T.A. studios. Each successive I.T.A. programme contractor is installing more ambitious equipment, though it is the BBC Planning and Installation Department which retains the initiative in research and development in this field, in conjunction with manufacturing companies. At the commencement of operations, a couple of telecine machines of the Vidicon type were considered sufficient at an I.T.A. programme contractor’s studio centre. Later, it was considered worth while to install an extra telecine of the more expensive flying spot type. Nowadays, at least four telecine machines are considered to be essential for smooth operation and handling of 35 mm. and 16 mm. film and slides. Tyne Tees Television will be starting up with four E.M.I. Vidicon telecine machines of the latest type at Newcastle. Southern Television have four Cintel flying spot telecines at their Southampton studio. The BBC have four Pye Staticon telecines at their Alexandra Palace centre, where news is mainly handled—together with colour television. The principal grumble that the chief engineers of all companies have is the inability of the 16 mm. projectors to stand up to continuous week after week operation. These machines, which project the picture on to the photocathode of a vidicon camera tube, were originally designed for occasional home or schoolroom use. There is a real need for a heavy-duty precision 16 mm. projector to be manufactured in this country.

L.P.E. Television Ltd., the television, cinema and radio Advertising Division of the L.P.E. organisation, has commissioned the planning, engineering and installation of the most comprehensive system of closed-circuit television and telecine of its type in this country and possibly the world. Picture shows a typical installation of the Marconi BD871 telecine camera in a projection room.
**Band III Convertor**

for **ANY SET in ANY AREA**

This unit has been widely used since I.T.A. Transmissions began to convert all types of sets, Superhet and T.R.F., to receive on Band III.

Unlike many other converters this unit is small enough to be fitted inside your cabinet, enabling the job to appear finished and perfectly safe for all to use.

The wiring is simple to follow, and alignment is not difficult.

* It will convert any set, any age, T.R.F. or Superhet.
* It includes station switching.
* It provides pre-set contrast balancing.
* It uses only one aerial input for both bands.
* It provides manual tuning on Band III.
* It is totally screened.
* It completely rejects unwanted signals.
* It requires no additional power supply where either 6.3 v., or 3 amp. heater line is available.

**CONVERTOR**

wired and aligned with fitting instructions ... ... ... ... ... ... £3 10 6

**KITS** made up by customers checked and aligned, including post ... ... ... ... ... ... ... £2 10 6

When ordering please state present B.B.C. Station and I.T.A.

Orders over £2.00 post free.

**C. & G. KITS**

285, LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD,
ADDISCOMBE, CROYDON, SURREY

Phone: ADDiscombe 5262

---

**Television Tubes**

Re-Activated and Re-Gettered. 50% provided your old tube has no Electrode Faults and has not been severely boosted there is a 70% chance of re-activation lasting up to 12 months. No result. No charge. Special price to trade.

T.V. Tubes in stock, all makes, most sizes. £5 15 0 +£5 10 6. Others £5 10 6 each plus postage and insurance 1s. 6d. Guaranteed 3 months. 12 Mazda weeks delivery.

**Government Surplus & Manufacturers' Clearances**

I.T.A. Aerials. New and boxed. 3 element, 22 ft. 5 element, 27 ft. P.O., 100 ft. AIR, SPACED. 90. ACOS CRYSTAL MIXES. 33 1. List 50. our price 29 6d. Meters. Moving coil 2 1/2 diam. 100 Micro-amp., 2 1/2 diam. 25-

**Nip Cells**

3 x 2 1/2 x 1, unused, 5s., 45s. doz.

**ISOL Cells**

11 v. 2, each 18s. doz.

**Relays**

High speed. 1.000-1.000 ohms. Plat. cont., 7 6-

F.O. 3000 type, 20,000 ohm coil 4 pin. to 10s. 8.5, 2000 ohm coil 2 make 2 break. 11 6.

**Torch Bulbs**

Ever Ready 2 5 v. and 3 5 v. 16s. 10 6, 8s. per 10.$

**Headphones**

Moving iron, low impedance, C 1 high.

**Valves**

All valves tested before dispatch on Mullard's latest electronic tester.

* 14A 1 6-6P1 7 1 6V6 6 8

**DAF96**

9-2 EF90 8

**EF91**

9-2 DAF96 8

**EF92**

5-2 DAF96 8

**EF93**

9-2 DAF96 8

**EF94**

5-2 DAF96 8

**EF95**

5-2 DAF96 8

**EF96**

5-2 DAF96 8

**EF97**

5-2 DAF96 8

**EF98**

5-2 DAF96 8

**EF99**

5-2 DAF96 8

**EF100**

5-2 DAF96 8

**EF101**

5-2 DAF96 8

**EF102**

6-6 DAF96 8

**EF103**

6-6 DAF96 8

**EF104**

6-6 DAF96 8

**EF105**

6-6 DAF96 8

**EF106**

6-6 DAF96 8

**EF107**

6-6 DAF96 8

**EF108**

6-6 DAF96 8

**EF109**

6-6 DAF96 8

**EF110**

6-6 DAF96 8

**EF111**

6-6 DAF96 8

**EF112**

6-6 DAF96 8

**EF113**

6-6 DAF96 8

**EF114**

6-6 DAF96 8

**EF115**

6-6 DAF96 8

**EF116**

6-6 DAF96 8

**EF117**

6-6 DAF96 8

**EF118**

6-6 DAF96 8

**EF119**

6-6 DAF96 8

**EF120**

6-6 DAF96 8

**EF121**

6-6 DAF96 8

**EF122**

6-6 DAF96 8

**EF123**

6-6 DAF96 8

**EF124**

6-6 DAF96 8

**EF125**

6-6 DAF96 8

**EF126**

6-6 DAF96 8

**EF127**

6-6 DAF96 8

**EF128**

6-6 DAF96 8

**EF129**

6-6 DAF96 8

**EF130**

6-6 DAF96 8

**EF131**

6-6 DAF96 8

**EF132**

6-6 DAF96 8

**EF133**

6-6 DAF96 8

**EF134**

6-6 DAF96 8

**EF135**

6-6 DAF96 8

**EF136**

6-6 DAF96 8

**EF137**

6-6 DAF96 8

**EF138**

6-6 DAF96 8

**EF139**

6-6 DAF96 8

**EF140**

6-6 DAF96 8

**EF141**

6-6 DAF96 8

**EF142**

6-6 DAF96 8

**EF143**

6-6 DAF96 8

**EF144**

6-6 DAF96 8

**EF145**

6-6 DAF96 8

**EF146**

6-6 DAF96 8

**EF147**

6-6 DAF96 8

**EF148**

6-6 DAF96 8

**EF149**

6-6 DAF96 8

**EF150**

6-6 DAF96 8

---

**Absolutely No Pre-Cleaning with the VICTOR**

covered by British & World Patents

The VICTOR is revolutionary—it heats the work direct by gripping it with the twin arms of the tool. Simply press the button, the work instantly heats up and the solder runs. No pre-cleaning—even of oil—is required except where the metal has been oxidised previously. Operation is from a 6 VOLT supply.

For heavier materials and work the 6-12 volt VENUM Soldering Tool is available. Price £4 4s.

Please supply VICTOR/VENUM (quantity........) soldering tool/s or send me free illustrated literature.

ALLIED DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION LTD.

---

**HUGGETT'S LIMITED**

24 PAWSONS ROAD, WEST CROYDON
THE "STIRLING"
BAND III CONVERTER
AVAILABLE ON CREDIT SALES TERMS

CASH PRICE
6 GNS.
Post 2/6
or
21/- deposit and 5 monthly payments of 21/-

This very efficient CONVERTER employing R.F. amplifier ECC83 and metal rectifier is TUNABLE OVER ALL 13 CHANNELS and incorporates its own power supply for 200-250 v. A.C. mains. Can be fixed to rear of set or used as separate unit. Metal brown crackle finish case : 4in. wide, 7in. deep, 2in. high.

TURRET TUNERS. All types in stock—
Clydon, Brayhead, Telenoe, Valradio. Describe your set and we will quote you. Prices from 79/6.


MAIL ORDERS TO HARROW ROAD, PLEASE
LASKY'S (HARROW RD.) LTD.
42. TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD. W.1.
Telephone: MUSEum 2025.
370. HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON, W.9.
LADbrooke 4070 and CUNningham 1979.
Open all day SATURDAY. Half day Thursday.

SPEAKER BARGAIN
Special Purchase of Plessey P.M. speakers. 5in. round or 7in. x 4in. elliptical. Lasky's Price 14/6

COLLAZO
4-SPD. MIXER
AUTO CHANGERS
Lasky's Price £7.19.6
Post 5/-.

B.S.R. type UAB, 4-spdi. mixer auto-changer with latest tubes. £6.19.6
B.S.R. full-fm P.U. Post 5/-.

SPECIAL OFFER OF SOLDERING IRONS

SOLON, ex-GoV't., new and unused. Pencil bit, 65 watts, 220-250 v.
A.C./D.C. List 27/6. Lasky's Price 16/6
Post 1/6. Spare Bits, 1/- each. Spare Element (state voltage), 5/.

ARTHURS HAVE IT!
NOTE NEW ADDRESS:
125 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD
LONDON, W.1.
(Close to Warren Street Station)

You will have the same service and obtain all your requirements in Radio Components, Electrical Goods, Accessories and Television as previously.

Test Instruments in Stock include: AVO, ADVANCE, COSSOR, MEGGERS and TAYLOR.

VALVE MANUALS AVAILABLE
Mullard 10/6, Brimar No. 7 6/-. Osram Part 1, 2nd Edition 7/6. POST AND PACKING 9d. EACH EXTRA.

IS YOUR T.V. TUBE DIMMING?
YOU CAN EXTEND THE LIFE OF THAT TUBE AND IMPROVE THE PICTURE

VOLTAGE RANGE
TYPE SERIES
From 6.3 to 12.6 volts
All tube sizes
Duodecal base

PRICE 30/-
Package & Postage 1/6.
(Pistol Orders, C.W.O. C.O.D.)

Sinclair Electronics introduces the first series wired plug-in booster unit for all universal TV sets operating off A.C. MAINS ONLY. TV tubes with Duodecal Bases B12A.

When ordering please state make of set, model number, type of tube.

For Universal sets: Series Type.
For A.C. Sets: (Transformer Feed) Parallel Type.

If not satisfied money refunded within 7 days.

SINCLAIR ELECTRONICS,
Dept. PT.
247, BRICK LANE, LONDON, E.2.
Phone: SIHO 7424
SQUARE AERIALS

SIR.—With regard to recent articles and subsequent remarks on the square aerial for TV reception you may be interested to hear that a 2ft. 4in. square functions very well on both Channels 2 and 10, even when used in the loft space. Where the transmitters are not co-sited I add a floating 7in. square in the centre of the larger square and this balances the signal strengths quite well, the two squares being parallel connected with 1ft. 2in. of coax. This type of aerial has been tried for me by a retailer friend in several awkward spots and in every case we have had good results and left the aerial in and made another.

Other readers may like to work out sizes to suit their own Channels. For preference, 5in. diameter tube should be used, but although 7in. works quite well. I must admit to inferior reception when using 9in. tube.

—D. Woodhead (Yorks).

STRANGE AERIAL EFFECT

SIR.—I know that many of your readers are keen on solving unusual problems, and I have one which I think is interesting. I had two separate downleads running to my set and recently purchased a diplexer. I made a note of the picture strength before connecting this (I had to change over the aerial leads, of course) and then connected up the unit and plugged the single lead into the set. Strange to relate, the BBC signal was three or four times as good as before, whilst the I.T.A. was weaker. I thought I may have reversed the connections, so changed them over. Results were then very poor on both stations and the original way was as marked on the case. I have now had to fit an attenuator between the unit and the BBC aerial lead. How could I have got a bigger signal from the use of a simple aerial coupler of this kind?—G. R. Batty (N.W.)

INTERLACING

SIR.—I was interested in the circuit you published in your September issue on the pattern generator suggestion from Mr. Paterson, but I have yet to see a response to a letter you published some time ago on obtaining readers' suggestions for improved interlacing. After looking at practically every make of receiver, including many which have been home-made, I have been impressed with the difficulty which difficulties are present in this part of the receivers. Many sets give pairing, whilst I have seen some which only have a single scan. Quite a number give a "floating" effect, and I think it is this which causes eye-strain and gives rise to complaints that television is bad for the eyes. I saw one which continually changed its frame formation during a programme. Suddenly the centre of the picture, over about one-third of the depth, opened out whilst top and bottom narrowed. This gave no alteration to the overall size, but the features of the person changed shape. I have seen the same thing happen at the top and bottom, but not to the same extent. This set did it several times in one evening. So come along you experts, let us have something new in interlacing which really works.—G. H. T. Ramsey (S.E.).

BAND THREE CONVERTER

SIR.—As a regular reader of Practical Television I thought you would be interested in the following.

I constructed the Improved Band Three Converter which you printed in November and December of last year, and had it working in January with my Ecko T61. Having already in my possession two EF50s and an EC52 my total outlay was twelve and threepence for odd condensers and resistances which I had not got. This also included the extra coaxial cable which I required.

The power supplies I took from the pre-amp. socket of the set, which gave H.T. of 220 volts and also heater supplies.

I must say that the results have been outstanding, not a sign of oscillator drift and the picture and sound quite comparable with the BBC transmissions.

Your magazine is certainly money well spent.—E. C. Kemp (Glasgow).

WRONG DIAGNOSIS

SIR.—Re 988 Ferguson; screen and EY51 not lighting, a well-known television service firm reported to me that the tube had gone, also one EF80 and one ECL80, and quoted £27 10s. for repairing. As I wrote and told you I had the set returned unrepaired and asked your advice. The ECL80 timebase was O.K., so I replaced the 60-250 μF electrolytic (16s. 6d.), switched on the set and after the usual warming up time the EY51 lit followed by a perfect picture. Before the set had gone the lines were drawn out at the top and cramped at the bottom, but this replacement has cured that also. I must thank you for your great help, you may well guess how I feel, being told it would cost £27 10s., whereas with your help it was completely cured, with a better picture than received for a long time, at a cost of only 16s. 6d. I cannot understand a firm quoting that amount, and giving a list of what had gone, unless they had thought I was a possible green client. Once again Practical Television may I say "thank you."—Claude Pagett (Birmingham).
New Cold Cathode Tube by Hivac

A new sub-miniature cold cathode triode is now on the market. It is manufactured by Hivac and is known as the type XC23. Characteristics of the XC23 are similar to those of the XC18, the main differences being an increase in the maximum current rating (7.5 mA) and some consequent increase in external dimensions. The XC23 is 48 mm. long and 16 mm. in diameter.

Characteristics of the XC18, XC22 and XC23 cold cathode tubes may be seen in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>XC18</th>
<th>XC22</th>
<th>XC23</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum anode breakdown voltage</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal anode maintaining voltage</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>67.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal trigger breakdown voltage</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum continuous cathode current (mA)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hivac Ltd., Stonefield Way, Victoria Road, South Ruislip, Middlesex.

Labgear Spacematch Aerials

LABGEAR LIMITED is the first company in the United Kingdom to introduce a medium range outdoor aerial which will cover all 13 television channels plus V.H.F./F.M. without resorting to sliding tubes or other adjustable members. The new aerial is known as the Spacematch and works on the principle of the conical "V" beam. The characteristic impedance of the new aerial is equal to that of free space and, therefore, unlike the vast majority of television aerials, it is terminated by its characteristic impedance and behaves as a travelling wave aerial. This means that it will yield a unidirectional polar diagram without the use of directors or reflectors and, moreover, possesses a very substantial band width. The gain is constant within about 2 to 3 db over the whole of Band III and is equal to that normally realised by a channelised 5 or 6 element Yagi. On Band I, the aerial behaves as a broad band dipole and on Band II it possesses, due to its configuration, mixed polarisation, so it is responsive to V.H.F./F.M. signals regardless as to whether it is mounted vertically or horizontally.

It will be appreciated that the new Spacematch design greatly facilitates the basic stocking problem, particularly of the large wholesalers who have branches throughout the country, as it is possible completely to forget about channelisation. The Spacematch Standard (C16 Series) is intended for use in those areas where one would normally employ a dipole on Band I plus twigs for F.M., plus 5 or 6 elements on Band III. In those cases where the Band I signal requires something better than a dipole, the Spacematch Super (C17 Series) has been introduced and this basically consists of the Spacematch Standard, referred to above, plus a channelised Band I reflector. This can be orientated independently of the Band III directivity and therefore the aerial is entirely satisfactory, whether or not the BBC and I.T.A. stations are co-sited. Labgear Spacematch aerials are now in quantity production and prices range from 70s. retail. Labgear Ltd., Willow Place, Cambridge.

The new Labgear Spacematch aerial.
A BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO TELEVISION

A Series of lessons on persistence of vision and scanning: the cathode-ray tube and its interlacing; the aerial; the T.V. camera; scanning systems; colour and stereoscopic television; technical terms, etc. 61 illustrations.

7/6 by F. J. Camm. Postage 6d.

OSCILLOSCOPE EQUIPMENT.

Circuits for the Constructor. By W. J. E. Eaterling. 5/-, Postage 4d.

TELEVISION RECEIVER SERVICING.


TV FAULT FINDING, A Data Pub. 5/-, Postage 4d.

HOW TO GET THE BEST OUT OF YOUR TAPE RECORDER.

By P. J. Guy. 8d. Postage 6d.

RADIO VALVE DATA "WW".

6th Ed. 5/-, Postage 9d.

THE MODERN BOOK CO.

BRITAIN'S LARGEST STOCKISTS of British and American Technical Books

19-23 PRAED STREET, LONDON, W.2.

Complete catalogue 6d. Phone: Paddington 4185.

6 open days 9-6 p.m.
AERIALS
- 5 ELEMENT add-on I.T.V. aerial at 39/6 complete with universal clamp bracket and cranked stand-off arm.
- 8 ELEMENT, as above, 51/6.

EASIFIX: All aerials pre-assembled and collapsed for transit.

EASIMOD: All aerials can be modified to double arrays if found necessary.

ACCESSORIES
- CO-AX: High grade low-loss cable.
NOTE: Outdoor type is essential if using existing downlead for BBC/TV.
Indoor type is optional with separate downleads—often used to avoid changing over aerial leads.

IF IN DOUBT:—We advise using a separate downlead for best results on I.T.V.

STATE YOUR NEEDS or ASK OUR ADVICE. We can supply any accessories from wall nails to chimney lashing.

TURRET-TUNERS


EASIFIX: Over 600 models can be altered to up-to-date turret tuning and I.T.V. by simple plug-in technique.

GUARANTEE: If you are unable for any reason to obtain successful I.T.V. with a turret tuner we will allow full credit against an external converter (see below) on return of the tuner undamaged.

External CONVERTERS

No external converter can equal the performance of a Turret Tuner, BUT OUR EXTERNAL CONVERTER comes very near to it.

Handsome appearance.

Easifix—in fact, dead easifix! Place on top of TV, and connect up. No Alterations to T.V nearest.

Efficient: 2 valve circuit—the best external converter on the market for this money. Not junk, giving re-radiation, etc., but a first-class job. £6.19.6.

ACCESSORIES, 7/6.

VALVES AND COMPONENTS

We have useful stocks of these, suitable for Radio or T.V. constructors, AT VERY FAVOURABLE prices. Write us for advice or quotations. We can save you POUNDS.

PLEASE SET MAKE AND MODEL NO. AND CHAINLES REQUIRED WHEN ORDERING EQUIPMENT.

WILSON
48, CATHAY, BRISTOL, 1.
(Tel.: 57819 or 26242.)


59 Gns.—'17'

A full specification 17.n. Television Receiver to Spencer-West standards now available at your Dealers. Remarkable performance and priced at 59 Gns. only, complete.

For Leaflet apply to:

SPEAKER-WEST LTD.
Quay Works, Great Yarmouth
Nofolk
Phones: Work 7949; Sales 3009
Grams: Spencer-West, Great Yarmouth

NEW-MAX ELECTRONICS
280 Elmway Road, London, W.2.

For London's Finest Bargets in electronics, television and radio equipment.

LARGE SELECTION OF TAPE RECORDERS ALL GUARANTEED

T.V. TUBES
REVACUUMED & GUARANTEED

BRAND NEW FULLY GUARANTEED:

10in. and 12in. 6B6; 14in. £5.15 and 17in. £7.10.10.

BRAND NEW FULLY GUARANTEED 14in. M.W. 36-24 tubes, £18.10.0.

17in. M.W. 43-64 tubes, £17.10.0.

21in. M.W. 53-80 tubes, £20.0.0.

F.P. & Insurance on all tubes, 10/-4/-5/-3/-.

Brimer, Ferranti Tube, 4 volt filament with the use of a filament transformer, this tube will replace Brimar, Mazda, G.E.C. tube, price £5.0.0 inclusive. Also Ferranti Bin, 193 brand new 4 volt filament will replace G-E-C., Mazda, or Brimar.

A full range of P.M. and A.M. Tuners, Hi-Fi and stereophonic amplifiers, record players, record changers, A.M. and P.M. Radiogram chassis. All types and makes of test instruments, shavers, typewriters, radio batttery and transistors.

All Prices below include Package & Postage.

AM-FM 3-speed Table Radiogram medium-longwave & VHF. Made to sell at 43 gns. Our price £26.0.0.

6 Valve Superhet AM-FM radio-chassis complete with 28-in. Speakers & Tweeter.

TWIN CHANNEL STEREO AMPLIFIER including 2 speakers, 11 in.

AS/FM all wave Stereo Radiogram Chassis Including 3 speakers. £19.10.0.

Special Offer: German "3-D" Radio Chassis. Made: long, short and F.M.-Speakers. Only £3.0, or complete in beautiful cabinet. £5.6.

EDDY'S (Noffm) LTD.
DEPT. P.T.
172, ALFRETON ROAD, NOTTINGHAM.

B.S.R. MONARCH 4 SPEED AUTOMATIC CHANGER. Model UAB. Complete with high fidelity turnover head type TCB Twin Sapphire stylus. Capacity of 10 Records Plays (12in, 10in and 7in intermixed in any order. 78, 45, 33 and 16 r.p.m. for A.C. mains 100-250 volts. Exclusive MAGI-DISC Selector gives quickest and quietest change over. With full instructions. Brand New. £26.19.6. Post 5/-.

ACOS CRYSTAL MIKES. Excellent for Tape Recorders, Amplifiers, etc., List Price 50/-, our price 29/11. Post 9d. Quality guaranteed.

MIDGET BATTERY ELIMINATORS. To convert all types Battery Portables to Mains Operation 57/6 each. 2/6 Post. Size 3.5 x 2.5 x 1.8in. cheaper than the batteries it replaces. (Please state make and Model No.) Brand New and Boxed.

THROAT MIKES. 1/- each, Post 6d. Can be used for electrifying musical instruments.

GERMANIUM CRYSTAL DIODES 1/1-10/- each. 6d. Post 6d.


RECTIFIER/STABILISER. Input voltage 150v at 10 m.a. For low consumption valves. 6/6 each. Post 6d.

NECK MAINS TESTERS/SCREWDRIVERS. 1/6 each. Post 6d.

JACK PLUGS. Standard types. 5/11. Post 4d.

ACOS CRYSTAL MIKE INSERTS. High quality. Can be used for tape recorders, Baby Alarms etc. 4/11. Post 8d.

LOUDSPEAKERS. Best makes. 5in. 17/6, 6in. 17/6, 8in. 18/11, 7 x 4 Elipt. 17/6. All Brand New. Post 2/-.

NEW METAL RECTIFIERS

RM2 ..... 5/11
RM3 ..... 8/6
RM4 ..... 16/6

Fully Guaranteed

GUARANTEED NEW AND SURPLUS VALVES

ID5 10-10 6KBG 7/6 955 3/11
IR5 7/6 6L6G 5/11 956 2/11
IS5 7/6 6SK7GT 6/ 9/11 10A3 12/6
ID6 6/6 6SN7GT 6/ 9/11 A271 13/6
ID6 4/9 6V6G 5/11 CY31 12/6
SU4G 6/6 6V6GT 6/ 6E3 9/6
ZA4G 9/6 6X5GT 6/ 6KT3C 9/6
6BBG 2/11 12A47 7/6 6L3 6/6
6BI6 7/6 25AG6 12/11 MU14 8/6
6AI1 4/9 2524G 9/6 PCC24 9/6
6FI 13/11 35AS 10/6 TDD4 12/6
6FI3 12/6 807B (3) 9/6 UY1 7/6
6JG 2/11 807B(USA)11/6 VP23 6/6
6G6G 2/11 954 1/6 VT52 2/11

Any parcel insured against damage in transit for only 6d, extra per order. All uninsured parcels at customers’ risk.

All tested before despatch. Cash with Order or C.O.D. by

Postage and Packing 6d. per valve extra.

Over £3 Free. S.A.E. with all Orders.


I would be most grateful for your assistance in this problem.—R. Patterson (Aberdeen).

Your fault is almost certainly a low emission tube, which may improve with the fitting of a 13 volt (plus boost) heater isolation transformer. This is connected to pins 1 and 12 of the tube after the existing orange and yellow wires have been removed and shorted together.

Mains for the transformer can be picked up between voltage flylead “A” and the chassis, and it is necessary to re-position voltage flyleads C and D to the setting correct for 10 volts higher.

SOBELL T347

During the past two years I have had very good reception from this set. About three weeks ago I had to replace the tube and I find that no matter how much adjustment is made I have a vacancy of 15n. at the top of the screen and that the picture “rolls over” and causes the top of the actual picture to be covered with about 30 white lines.

The rasters over the remainder of the picture are even.—W. B. Morgan (Mon.).

First of all check the frame timebase valve ECL80 which is by the front inside corner of the line transformer. A quick check is to exchange it with the line oscillator, but as both valves are about the same age they may both have the same fault. If this fails to cure your trouble check the 100 mfd. electrolytic which decouples the frame ECL80 cathode.

EKCO T221

Please can you tell me the correct method of fitting Channel 10 coils to a turret tuner, also for adjusting the fine tuner, when fitted?—F. Hayden (Sussex).

Normally it is possible to fit the Channel 10 coils adjacent to the Channel 9 ones without un-boxing the set by removing the cardboard bottom and pulling on the hole in the front of the turret lid.

Set the fine tuner to midway and adjust each of the four coils, using a plastic trimming tool. The local oscillator is the front one and should be set for maximum sound. The two R.F.s are next to it and should be tuned for best compromise between sound and picture.

The aerial coil is the one on its own and is tuned for maximum picture. We assume that you are moving out of your area as there is no Channel 10 station in the locality. The new Isle of Wight transmitter uses Channel 11.

COSSOR 916

For some time, after the set has been working for approximately 21 hours, the sound becomes distorted, giving the effect which one gets when a speaker requires re-centering. The sound before the fault occurs is very good indeed, gradually becoming distorted, until eventually it is too bad to listen to. If the set is switched off for an hour the fault clears.

The second fault, which is more serious and which has prompted me to seek your advice, concerns the vision. I am unable to lock the picture.
which continues to roll and flicker. The flyback lines are very distinct. No adjustment of the controls at the back of the set has the desired effect and the picture either rolls or remains stationary with the bottom half of one frame above the top frame of another.

I shall be pleased if you will identify the components which may be at fault as I have the circuit.—P. A. Vine (Coventry).

Your sound fault is probably the loudspeaker which is mains energised and gets very hot, producing cone distortion. The simplest cure is to replace it with a permanent magnet one and use the present one laid in the bottom as a smoothing choke.

For your other fault we advise you to check the 6AM6 and 6SN7 valves beneath the focus unit.

MURPHY V120TV

The frame scan has collapsed, leaving the usual thin line across the tube face. I have no service sheet or technical information for this set and cannot make out what kind of frame oscillator the circuit is.

What seems to be frame output transformer is insulated from chassis. I unsoldered one end of frame coils, ohm meter across reads under two ohms, the hum oscillator seems to be working. Ohm meter across output transformer core and one end of winding to scan coils gives zero ohms.—G. E. Cappello (Scunthorpe).

The frame timebase in the V120 is a T41 thyratron and Pen 45 output, located on the upright chassis nearest the front of the set. Murphy Radio usually insulate the output transformer metal parts and connect them to some suitable potential. Voltages around the stage are: T41 anode—82 v., cathode—varied by hold control. Pen 45 anode 240 v., screen 190 v., cathode 10.5 v. (varies with height).

The T41 anode feed is via a feedback winding on the output transformer and the screen of the Pen 45 is decoupled to the cathode by an 8 mfd.

SOBELL T121W

From the moment of switching on a cracking is heard in the speaker and interference similar to that of non-suppressed car ignition is visible on an otherwise good picture.

This interference begins quietly, builds up to a climax in about 10 seconds, then after an extra loud popping sound in the speaker all is perfect for a further 4 or 5 seconds, then off it goes again. A sudden slight brightening of the picture accompanies the extra loud popping noise.

After replacing the first two valves (EF80s) I have continued by replacing 3 or 4 condensers and resistors in the first two stages, but to no avail.

Can you advise me of the likeliest cause of this trouble?—M. W. Clarke (Bradford).

We suggest you try to isolate the fault using a .001 mfd, decoupling condenser. Starting at the R.F. valve, work successively back up the sound and vision I.F. strip, decoupling the EF80 grids (pin 2) in turn until the noise ceases. Once the faulty stage is isolated, check the valve and then the decoupling condensers by bridging each with the .001 mfd. We would say it is in the early stages of the sound I.F. strip.

MURPHY V214

I have acquired a Murphy television, A.C. model V214.

I find that it has a fault in the EHT circuit. When the set is switched on there is a sizzling noise and smoke from the largest condenser situated in the centre of the chassis. The chassis is also covered with grease which I take comes from this condenser. I would like your advice on whether there is any other cause for this condenser failing other than normal component failure. Also I would like to know the value of this condenser and the method used for removing and replacing it.

This set is BBC only and I would like to convert it to Band III. Is there a converter specially made for this model on the market?—H. R. Roberts (Herts).

The Murphy C1 (external) or C2 (internal) converters are suitable for this set. The large "condenser" of your description is in all probability the line output transformer, which is oil-filled and sounds to be breaking down. An exact replacement is necessary and it is fitted in from underneath, with considerably awkward wiring above chassis to be changed.

POWER CABLE INTERFERENCE

I seek your advice as to how to reduce interference in my television alleged to be caused through power (electric) cables and their anchorages to the respective supporting poles. Also from a nearby electric mains transformer situated in a field.

This house is one of 27 which comprises a council housing estate—built just over five years ago and, of course, we are surrounded by light and power cables.

The interference takes the form of what, I am told, is termed "snow," also three sets of broken lines across the screen. When the "snow" is at its worst a hissing sound can be heard coming from the set. Now and again viewing is tolerable, but, generally, it is very bad. The picture is excellent, but it gets almost blotted out by the interference—chiefly from the "snow."—Cecil G. W. Grimmett (nr. Barnstaple).

There is no way of filtering out this sort of interference at the receiver. The answer, as always in problems of this kind, is to erect the most efficient aerial available so as to increase the signal strength from the required direction only.

K.B. LFT50

I cannot obtain a steady picture. It seems to be swaying all over the screen. Sometimes it slides away to the left then slows up and begins sliding in the opposite direction, at the same time it is sliding vertically very slowly. Any adjustment of the horizontal or vertical controls break up picture completely. All valves have been

(Continued on page 269)
SETS & COMPONENTS

MANN FROM 12V. CAR BATTERY.
American Vacuum Motor Unit, runs 250/250 AC/DC radios, televisions, tape recorders, etc., from 12v. car battery, continuous duty, perfect condition. £20 - s.a.e. full details. SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTS, Cleveleys, Lancs.

Look: NEW TUBES
available at bargain prices. 12in. £10/10/0, 14in. Rectangular or 14in. Round £12/10/0 and 17in. £14/10/0 with 12 months' unconditional guarantee. S.A.E. with all enquiries.

A. E. R. SERVICES
36a, York Street, St. Helens, Lancs.

TELEVISIONS. Reconditioned and in perfect order. 12in. from £10. 14in. from £15. 17in. from £24. CCW. 12, Dockhead, S.E.1. (BER 3756.)

T.V. BARGAINS.-12in. 5-channel T.V., £12/10/-; 14in. £17/10/-; 17in. £32/10/. A few working sets. Details demonstrated. Call 400, Harrow Rd., London, N.W.10. (Phone: LADBroke 1784.)

TELEVISION
CATHODE RAY TUBES
Reconditioned and Guaranteed 6 months. 14" round Mazdas £5/10/0. 15" round Mazdas £6/0/0. 17" round Mazdas £6/10/0. Carry and insurance 10%. Cash with orders to "TELESPACE," Dept. 1/8. 6 Clements Street, Coventry. Tel. 41062.

TELEVISION BARGAINS.-12in. from £8, 14in. from £18, 17in. from £25. TYLER TELEVISION, 63. Lee High Rd., Lewisham. S.E.13. (Tel: 5979.)

TELEVISIONS, 9in. models, £7/10/-; 12in. models, £10/10/-; 12in. 5-channel T.V., £16/10/- each; all working; carriage paid.

TOMLINS, 127, Brockley Rise, Forest Hill. S.E.28. (For §9/6.)

T.V. TUBES
MULLARD
MAGAZINE
30/24. £5.10.0.CRM11. £5.10.0.
30/4. £5.10.0. CRM12. £5.10.0.
30/4. £7.10.0. CRM15. £7.10.0.
Carriage and insurance 10%. Cash with order, please to:

MIDLAND TUBES LIMITED
37, George St., Manchester, 1. Central 0432

RECLAIMED TUBES, 12in., 14in., 17in., all at £5 each guaranteed: 100 14in. channel. T.V. Eko, 161. Ferguson 980, £15 each. EDWARDS, 170, Harrow Rd. (Phone: LADBroke 1734.)

TELEVISIONS? Not working sets from: 12in. £8/10/-; 13in. £12/10/-; 14in. £15. Working sets: 12in. £9; 14in. £15. (Trade enquiries invited. L.R.V. RADIO, Katherine Rd., London, E.T. (Tel.: GORA 1820.)

T.V. TUBES, revacuumed as new, 14in. £5/10/-, 17in. £7/10/-, 21in. £10/-, 25in. £15. carriage free, guaranteed 6 months. ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENT (ERITH) CO. (Phone: Erith 4005.)

RATES: 4/- per line or part thereof, approximate words to line, minimum 2 lines. Box No. 1. extra. Advertisements must be prepaid and addressed to Advertisement Manager, "Practical Television," Townsend, Southampton St., Strand, London, W.C.2

LINE AND FRAME TRANSFORMERS
For over 500 sets. 3d. stamp with Enquiries.
BRAYHEAD TURRET TUNER £6.15/0. plus 2 1/2. 6d., post, etc.
WESTWAY RADIO, 5. Westward Way, Harrow, Middx.

CHANNEL 11 OFFER.- 5 Element folded Dipole array with mast and universal clip for fixing to any size Band I aerial mast. £9/6/6. Trade rates 6 or more plug payment. All Types of Aerials and Machined Parts available. Send 1/- P.O. only for details and reconditioned T.V. Tubes, 6 months guarantee. 15° 120° 14° 110° 17° 150° 21° 210°. C.W.O. carriage only. Extra. Tubes delivered in 24 hours at all parts U.K. S.A.E. for full lists.

G. A. STRANGE
North Wrayhall, Nr. Chippingham, Wilts. Tel.: Marshfield 238.

TELEVISIONS FROM 15/-, Radios from £2, all working. Tubes, Valves, Components, cheap (dealers only). J. PALMER, 32, Neasden Lane, N.W.10.

ASSIST-A-AERIAL KITS, containing insulator and cap for 3in. boom, 4in. elements, 3in. plugs, 1in. universal, suitable for construction of Band II or Band III Aerials. Guaranteed by 60 days. Or, BLACKBELL MOSS, LTD, 35, Banbury Rd., Kidlington, Oxford. Trade inquiries invited.

CONVERT YOUR T.V. TO I.T.V. IN 30 mins. with the Brayhead Tuner. All instructions supplied. Write for catalogue and six month trial offer. £7/7/6. cash or c.o.d.: p and p 2/-. R. MALLINSON, 38, Inglet Ave., Welling, Kent.

C. EDWARDS
1070 HARROW ROAD LONDON, N.W.10 LADBROKE 1734

Offers 5/10 T.V. in First-class Condition £12.0/10/0.
£14. 14.0. 0. 0. 17in. £20. 0. 0. (all 5 channel) + 10/- carriage
In stock: PYE, FERGUSON, EKCO.
CASH ONLY. 10/- Carriage.
Trade Enquiries Welcome.

SETS & COMPONENTS continued

TELEVISION TUBES
NEW TV tubes tax PAID:
9in. triodys from 4 0 0
12in. triodys from 8 0 0
12in. MW types at 10 10 10
14in. MW types at 11 10 10
17in. MW types at 13 0 0
14in. CRM types at 11 15 10
FACTORY Reconditioned:
9in. MW types at 7 10 10
14in. MW types at 10 10 10
17in. MW types at 12 10 10
All tubes guaranteed SIX months, carriage, unpeeled.
UAB Monarch four-speed record changers at 7 5 0

CATHODE-RAY TUBE SERVICE
35 Broomwood Road, St. Paul's Gray
Oprington 21285

T.V. TUBES

S. BRADLEY
6, Branden Avenue, Watford, Huddersfield.


CATHODE RAY TUBES used but in very good working order, with three months written guarantee. 12in. to 17in. Mazdas, Mullard and Evesham types only, at £4/10/-, plus 12/- for carriage and insurance. Enquiries and orders to BHP DISTRIBUTORS (LONDON) LTD, 379, Staines Rd., Hounslow. (Tel.: HOU 5144.) Our terms are c.w.o. or c.o.d.

COMPONENTS, Valves, Tubes, etc. Write or phone for free list. ARRON TELEVISION, 4, Maxted Rd., Peckham, S.E.15. (New Cross 7102.)

QUANTITY 12in. Televisions needing attention. 30/- each; also Working Models of all types, please write for prices. 148, Goldhawk Rd., Shepherds Bush 4579.

(Continued opposite)

MAYS RADIO IN YOUR CAR, complete unit runs 200/250 AC/DC radio, television, tape recorders, etc., from 12v. battery, perfect cost £33.80.- stamp full details. SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTS Cleveleys, Lancs.

VALVE CARTONS at keen prices. Send 1/- for samples and list. J. & A. BOXMAKERS, 72a, Goldswin St., Bradford, 1.

DUDIE & CO. (Dept. 1/13)

2613, Romford Road, Manor Park, E.12 Tel.: ILford 60013

SERVICE SHEETS

SERVICE SHEETS for sale and hire. H. H. BEARD, 44, Bury St. EDMUNDS, 41, PALMER, 12, Neasden Lane, N.W.10.

EDUCATIONAL

STUDY RADIO, TELEVISION AND ELECTRONICS with the world's largest home study organisation--I.C.S. Courses for the enthusiastic and for those seeking examination qualification. British T.V.E. City and Guilds, etc. For further details, build your own equipment with Practical Radio Course. Write today for free book.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS, 71, Kingsway, (Dept. 3110), London, W.C.2.

EASY MATHEMATICS--Course 21/- for Radio/T.V. Write TUTORIALS, 290, Broadway, St., Glasgow, C.1.

INCORPORATED Practical Radio Engineering. Study courses of radio and T.V. engineering are recognised by the trade as giving training and employment. Moderate fees, to a limited number of students only. E. 0. T. T. Lee, The Practical Radio Engineer, journal, sample copy 2/-. 6,000 Allen H. CHAPERS, 5/9. Membership and Entry Conditions booklet 1/-, all post free from the SECRETARY, I.P.R.E., 20, Fairfield Rd., London, N.B.

TELEVISIONS--12in. £7/10/-; 5 ch. £12/10/-; 14in. £18/-; 13 ch. £22/-; 17in. £27/10. Callers only TELEGRAM ELECTRICAL, 88, Kings Ave., Chatham, S.W.4. (Phone: TUL 6911).
tested and are found to be in perfect working order. Please tell me how I can correct this. I would also be much obliged if when describing the "nurse" you could do so in the most simplified manner as you possibly can as I am not too familiar with television.—Hugh Connelly (Glasgow, S.W.3).

Viewing the chassis from the rear, on the right side are two rows of valves. The rearmost (nearest) valve on the inner row—immediately to the right of the focus magnet is the 6AM6 sync separator. This should be replaced. If the symptoms remain, check the 1 MΩ resistor and the .1 µF capacitor wired to pin 7 of the valve base.

**PHILIPS 1446U**

When I switch on for test card, the same is narrow in the centre, but gradually fills out. When switching on picture, the top right corner takes a minute or two to fill up, the rest of picture being all right. Could you tell me what to check?—G. H. Nash (Cross Keys).

This is caused by the formation of an uneven electrostatic charge on the face of the picture tube. A defect in the tube itself is often responsible, but in other cases dampness in the tube or mask or incorrect fitting of the tube in the cabinet and chassis should be suspected. Check that the external conductive coating on the tube is correctly "earthed" to receiver chassis by way of the spring clips provided.

**PETO-SCOTT 127**

When the set has been on for twenty minutes the glow of the EY51 goes out and a few seconds after the picture fades and goes off altogether. I have replaced the EY51, but it is still the same as mentioned above. The sound is good; and the picture is good when it is on.—J. E. Emerton (Sutton-in-Ashfield).

We note that the picture remains for a few seconds after the EY51 heater fails. This would appear to indicate that the line timebase is functioning correctly (otherwise the picture would collapse first). Therefore a poor connection to the EY51 heater is suggested and this wiring should be most carefully examined.

**REMOTE CONTROL**

I am very keen to provide for a bedridden friend complete control of his set from the bedside table, and the tube and speaker at the other side of the room connected by a few yard plug-in set of cables (or 10 yard length if left permanently connected).

I am proposing to divide a set into two parts to do this, and leave the timebases in the cabinet with the tube. Can you please advise me on the following points?

Is it possible to run the signal from the vision detector along a five or 10 yard cable successfully to the sync separator stage or is it likely to be preferable to run the signal from the vision I.F. amp. stage carefully screened, etc., to the vision detector in the main cabinet with the timebases?

—A. Phillips (N.W.8).

It is quite possible to run a coaxial cable from the video output stage to the separate C.R.T. and sync separator stages and this is commonly done. It is not so practical to run a cable from the I.F. or detector stages. However, we presume you have taken into consideration the H.T. and heater supply leads and the necessity to screen and decouple these. It is assumed that the C.R.T. and timebase chassis will also contain the power pack and loudspeaker and that the receiver unit—at bedside—will contain the tuner unit, I.F. stages, sound output (including transformer) and video stages. The extension cables will thus require to be on/off control, video/sync signals, speaker leads, H.T. and heater cables. As you do not say whether the receiver is for A.C. only or the type, we cannot comment further.

**PYE V14C**

The 13 channel tuner is faulty; it needs a new one. Please could you tell me how I could disconnect the tuner so that I can use the set for BBC only?—P. Smith (E.7).

The tuner unit is of the 13 channel type with its output feeding the I.F. stages of the receiver. Therefore, the receiver will no more receive the BBC than the ITV when the tuner unit is removed. To make this quite clear, the receiver will not function at all without the tuner unit.

**ULTRA V17-60**

The continual trouble with this set is defective sound, a blurred speech that cannot be understood. Have checked fine tuner and valves 1, 2 and 3, but still have not found a permanent cure.—D. Smith (Abercarn).

We would suggest that you first check the 30PL1 audio and output valve. If this is not at fault, check the resistors associated with the 6D2 sound detector and limiter. 1 MΩ to pin 2 and 1 MΩ to pin 5.

**PYE FV1**

I can't hold the frame properly, if I do get it settled the picture then starts shimmering violently and to say the least it is most annoying. When the set is first switched on the picture rolls over very fast but gradually slows down, but never becomes steady.—A. Cook (Cheddle).

We suggest you check the ECL60 frame time-base valve which is in the square metal can just outside the line transformer case at the point where the EHT lead emerges.
**Band III Converter**

Suitable for use in Wales, London and the Counties of Scotland, England, etc. All the parts, including 2 E179 valves, coil, tone, and microphone are of the highest quality and are specially manufactured. Complete kit, including the instructions, will cost £1.6. plus 2s. post and insurance.

**Speaker Bargain**

12in. Hi-fidelity speaker. High fidelity permanent magnet type with standard 3 ohm voice coil. Will handle up to 12 watts. Brand new by famous maker. Price 22s. 6d. plus 3s. 6d. post insurance.

**14in. T.V. Cabinet**

14in. T.V. Cabinet with most modern styling. Made for one of our most famous and trusted manufacturers. Brand new, polished. Limited quantity—15 each. Carriage and posting extra.

**For Your Lab.**

Resistance substitution boxes are great time savers and you really cannot have too many of them. Here is an opportunity to acquire these at a very low rate. Our R.S. kit available for only £1.6. plus 1s. 6d. post insurance, comprises a 50k. precision variable resistor 0-100k., six 500 ohm fixed resistors, a 6-position switch, one pointer, and one ordinary knob and instructions. This unit, when made up, will give an infinitesimal variability over the range 100 ohm to 2m.

**Record Player**

Pitted with latest tip-up auto-changers, which will take the nearest cartridge—Hi-gain hi-fi amplifier with three treble-boostes.

**Latest A.V.O. Testmeter**

Can be yours for only 10/- deposit and 12 weekly payments of 5/- each. Like all A.V.O. meters it is a very fine instrument. It has a sensitivity of 10000 ohms per volt and is most useful ranges as follows—D.C. voltage—0-1000 (seven ranges), A.C. volts 0-100m (five ranges). D.C. current 0-1 amp. (five ranges), resistance 0-2 meg. (2 ranges) complete with test leads and immediate delivery. Cash price £10.00.

FIRE GIFT—All buyers receive Range Extender scale and data which adds capacity 0-1 milliamps, in two ranges. Inductance 0-10 henrys, etc., etc.

**This Month's Snip**

**The Perdio PR4**

-Ready made pocket transistor radio, the Perdio PR4, an excellent little receiver which will slip into the pocket or handbag. Will receive both medium and medium wavebands and will give excellent reception and will be available programmes in any part of the country. Comes supplied with printed circuitry and latest type transistors, great economy. Price £13.15.0 or £1 down and 21 weekly payments of 10/-.

**Medresco Hearing Aid**

As supplied by National Health, completely overhauled and in good working order with six months' guarantee. Only £15.0. plus 5/- post and insurance. Complete with ear-pieces. Can be added to the price of a private order. Price £13.15.0 or £1 down and 21 weekly payments of 10/-.

**FOUR ITEMS FOR PRICE OF ONE**

This set of modern T.V. parts is equally suitable for modernising an old television for building into a new one. Suitable for use in London and its environs. Extra receiver in E.H.T. 12 Volts D.C. or 12 Volts A.C. A set of four items are required to complete the set: (a) Receiver transformer. (b) Fitting control with ferrite coils. (c) Frame output transformer. With these parts we now give free complete circuit diagram of a modern television which we offer the whole lot at the price of the line output transformer only. A set of these parts can be supplied for only £10.0. plus 7/- post.

**Yaxley Switches**

1-pole, 2-way
12-pole, 2-way
6-pole, 3-way
3-pole, 4-way
5-pole, 4-way
1-pole, 5-way
3-pole, 5-way
5-pole, 6-way
1-pole, 6-way
3-pole, 7-way
5-pole, 7-way
1-pole, 12-way
3-pole, 12-way
6-position shorting switch
2-position shorting switch

**Sapphire Needles**

Unsurpassed bargain—new and perfect—two types available—miniature E.M.I. and Standard (trailer). Sale price 2/- each or 10/- doz.

**T.V. Service Sheets**

150 sheets covering the most popular post-war Televisions by famous makers, B.C., G.E., G.E.C., Pyle, etc. £11.0., post free.

**Process Timer for 15/-**

Make a time delay switch for work off mains A.C. or D.C. for all the cases. Price 15/-, post and ins. 2/-.

**Fluorescent Kits**

For customers wishing to use fluorescent lighting without metal work for shop window lighting, etc., we offer complete kits of parts. Five kits as illustrated comprise: best quality choice ballasts, candle-starter and holder, 220 volt kit, 220-240 volt 22-6. 80 watt kit, 25-6. plus 2 - post and insurance.

**Making a Solder Gun**

A 7-second solder gun of the type costing £1-1 was described in "Practical Mechanics." Only two essential parts are required—the transformer and the push switch. These can be supplied at 13/-, plus 2/- post. The rest of the parts you will have in your own junk box. Copy of the article concerned given free with the kit.

**NIC PRECISION EQUIPMENT LTD.**

99, GROVE ROAD, EASTBOURNE, SUSSEX.

This is the correct address for post orders and for prompt attention please mark your envelope Dept. 5, also enough for postage.

**December, 1958**

www.americanradiohistory.com
**A.C./D.C. Multimeter Kit**

Ranges: D.C. volts 0-1, 0-50, 0-100, 0-500, 0-1,000, D.C. milliamperes 0-5, 0-100, 0-500, 0-1,000, D.C. millivolts 0-5, 0-100, 0-500, ohms 0-50, 0-200, 0-500, 0-1,000 with internal batteries. Measures A.C./D.C. volts, D.C. current and ohms. All the essential parts including metal case, 24T. moving coil meter, selected resistors, wire for shunts, range selector, switches, calibrated scale and full instructions, price 19/-, plus 2/6 post and insurance.

**Motor Snip**

Miniature motor 21/2", long x 1/16", diameter, laminated plates and armature, separate winding for reversing engines off 25-30 v. D.C. or off A.C. mains through stepdown transformers. Original cost at 1/- each. Snip price for one month only 1/-6d., plus 1/6 postage and insurance.

**Build this 17" T.V. for 22 guineas**

This is a very modern circuit and when you have completed it it will be equal to any factory made model. Note these special features:
- Miniature valves and metal rectifier
- 12 channel turret tuner
- Ferret S.M.T. and scan coats
- A.G.C. and A.V.C.
- Supplied in component form with all metal work prepared and supplied with pictorial layout and theoretical wiring diagram (these are available separately price 3/-). Total cost is only £33.2. - LESS C.R.T.

**Stereo Amplifier Outfit**

Comprising 8 watt twin channel amplifier for A.C. mains working and two 81/2" F.M. speakers on veneered and polished corner baffle. Whole outfit giving really terrific reproduction and ranging 3D effects. £14 complete, plus carriage and insurance, or 21/- down and 36 weekly payments of 10/-.

**Tube Tester and Re-Activator**

We can supply all the main components for making this unit which will not only test Cathode Ray Tube but will also re-activate them, supplied complete with full instructions. Price £3, plus 2/- post and insurance.

**Coil Pack Snip**

Covers the Medium Waveband 200-600 metres and two short wavebands 32-120 metres and 10-40 metres, for 405 kc. i.e. Extremely well made, supplied complete with diagram of connections. Only 9/6, plus 1/- postage and insurance.

**Mains Isolation Transformer**


**Morganite Potentiometers**

Single and 2 gang types available, standard size with good length spindle all new and boxed. Single types 1/- each, values available: 5K, 10K, 25K, 50K, 100K. 250K. 1 meg., 5 meg. Gang type 3 gang, values available: 5K, 10K, 25K, 50K, 100K. 1 meg. 1 meg. 2 meg. 1 meg. 2 meg.

**Turret Tuner**


**Yours for 10/- down and 17 fortnightly payments of 10/- or cash price**

£8.10.0

The latest, most up-to-date Record Player made by the famous B.S.R. Company. Using Hi-Fi Crystal Pic Up and fitted with every modern device. Definitely a record changer which will give years of trouble-free music. Not surplus but the current model. Price £8.10.0 or Terms.

**Black & Decker D500**

New heavy duty motor develops terrific power, normal chuck with geared key grip-side handle for additional stability—indispensable tool for any workshop. Takes up to 1 drills, also is power unit for polishing—sawing and turning, etc., etc. Price £6.10.0 or 10/- deposit and 16 fortnightly payments of 10/-.

**Channel Converter**

A really super converter with exceptionally high gain, trouble free in operation, uses two valves and has the following controls: Fine Time Hand Switch. On-Off Switch which also controls the T.V. receiver, no alterations necessary to the T.V. When ordering please specify the channels required. Price £7.10.0, plus 5/- carriage and insurance, or 10/- deposit and 15 weekly payments of 10/-.

**Novelty Radio**

Completely wired tunable medium and long wave, originally intended for E.G. valves and external batteries but could easily be converted for transistors with internal batteries. Less valves and speaker, otherwise complete 15/-, plus 1/- postage.

**Don't Be Caught Like This**

Car Starter Charger Kit

All parts to build 6 and 12 volt charger which can be connected to a "flat" battery or will enable the car to be started instantly. Kit comprising the following:
- Mains Transformer...
- 5amp Rectifier...
- Regulator Stud Switch...
- Resistance Wire...
- Resistance Former...
- Mains on/off Switch...
- 36amp Moving Coil Meter...
- Construction Data...
- Or if bought all together price is 52/-, plus 3/- post and packing.

For convenience of callers all items advertised may be obtained from the following companies:

**Electronic (Ruislip) Ltd., 42-46. Wendmill Hill, Ruislip, Middx.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Electronics (Ruislip) Ltd.</th>
<th>266. London Road, Croydon.</th>
<th>29, Strand Green Rd., Finchley Park, N.4.</th>
<th>Phone: /RUISLIP 2780</th>
<th>Phone: /CROYDON 6356</th>
<th>Phone: /ARCHWAY 1649</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Half day, Wednesday.</td>
<td>Half day, Wednesday.</td>
<td>Half day, Thursday.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FIRST-CLASS TELEVISION and RADIO COURSES

GET A CERTIFICATE!

After brief, intensely interesting study — undertaken at home in your spare time — you can secure your professional qualification or learn Servicing and Theory. Let us show you how!

FREE GUIDE

The Free New Guide contains 132 pages of information of the greatest importance to those seeking such success compelling qualifications as:


Write now for your copy of this invaluable publication. It may well prove to be the deciding point in your career.

FOUNDED 1885—OVER 150,000 SUCCESSES

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
(Dep. 462), 141, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.I.
Build your own Aerials...

AT HOME

AERIAL FITTINGS FOR BAND III, BAND 1 & RADIO FM.
Useful formulae and hints for constructing your own aerial quickly and cheaply. Catalogue illustrating our increased range of Diecast Alloy Fittings, including Band III to Band 1 Mast Couplers, Reflector and Director Rod Holders, Insulators (both "Inline" and "H" types), Masthead Fittings, Masts and Elements, Chimney Brackets, etc. Send 1 - in stamps for the above to:

MARLBOROUGH, WILTS. Phone: 657/8

YOUR OWN TELEVISION TUBE RE-BUILT

THE FOLLOWING TYPES AND SIZES ONLY

MULLARD . . 12in. £7-10-0. 14in. £8-10-0.
OR EQUIVALENTS
COSSOR-EMITRON-CATHODEON 17in. £10-10-0. 21in. £12-10-0.

48 HR. SERVICE
All Tubes plus 10/- carriage and insurance.

SIX MONTHS' GUARANTEE
Terms to the Trade.

OWING TO PURCHASE TAX REGULATIONS WE CAN ONLY RE-BUILD YOUR OWN TUBE. THESE CAN BE SENT TO US BY BRITISH ROAD SERVICES (Parcels) LTD., CARRIAGE FORWARD.

TERMS, CASH WITH ORDER or C.O.D.

RE-VIEW (LONDON) LTD.
81, HIGH STREET . . MERTON S.W.19
Telephone: CHERRYWOOD 3255
FINEST VALUE

1958 RADIOGRAM CHASSIS
THREE BANDS, FIVE VALUES
16.5 x 20.5 cm.
LATEST MILLAISE
M.W. 2000 mc., M.F. 1410 Hz, H.F. 267 kHz.

HIGH STABILITY
- Superior, similar to the 6K8. Short-Medium
- Excellent feedback. 2.4 with Class D.
Class D1, 2.4 horizontal vertical tuning. 4.1m
3-Pin Lamp, Mains knobs. Values or 1-coil
- Improved. Multi-point Isolation.
- Improved. Multi-point Isolation.

$9.10.00

M.F. 16.5 x 20.5 cm.

O.M. 16.5 x 20.5 cm.

HEATER TRANS.

O.P. TRANS.

M.A.

C.R.T. ISOLATION TRANSFORMER

TRIMMERS. Ceramic. 10, 15, 20, 30, 50, 75 mc.

TRIMMERS. Mains input. Multi-Output 5, 15, 25, 30, 45, 60 mc.

TRIMMERS. Multi-output for coil. Tuning winds.

TRIMMERS. Ceramic. 10, 15, 20, 30, 50, 75 mc.
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